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By Alan Houseman

0 Leave No Youth Behind

"...Investment in youth and their future in the workforce is one of the
most important things we can do to ensure that our country remains
strong."

Secretary of Labor Elaine L. Chao,' March 2003

Over the next several decades, the United States will face a worker gap, a skills gap,

and a wage gap. There will be too few workers to meet demand. The workers who are

available will lack the skills and education required. And the wage gap between high-

skill workers and low-skill workers will continue to widen. Filling these gaps will

require developing better trained and more skilled workers for productive jobs with

upward mobility.2 A key part of this strategy involves ensuring that the nation's youth
enter adulthood well-educated, prepared for work, and able to integrate into society.

However, many young people are not on a path toward successful entrance into adult

society. While we do not know the exact number, estimates of those who are discon-

nected from society or at risk of becoming disconnected range from nearly 3 million to

more than 7 million. For instance, more than 5 million youth between the ages of 16

and 24 (15 percent of the total youth population) are out of school and out of work.3 A

significant portion of these youth-3 million or 8 percentare high school dropouts
and unemployed youth not being supported by a spouse or partner; high school grad-

uates who have stopped looking for work; and youth who are either homeless, incar-

cerated, parenting as teens, or exiting from foster care without a stable place to live'
This group is likely to be disconnected from the labor force on a long-term basis.

The United States does not have a coherent youth policy to prevent at-risk youth from

becoming disconnected and to help disconnected youth become productive members

6
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of society.5 Instead we have a patchwork of fragmented and often poorly funded pro-

grams at the federal level that do not have common objectives or accountability meas-

ures. Nor do state and local areas typically have comprehensive youth policies.

A civic society at all levels has a responsibility to help at-risk and disconnected youth

overcome the hardships of their early lives and the failed policies of public institu-

tions and agencies. An economically competitive society should help these youth

overcome these obstacles in order to increase the proportion of young people who at

age 25 (1) have a high school diploma and postsecondary degree, (2) are employed in

jobs with career advancement possibilities, and (3) are not engaged in adverse risk-

taking behaviors. Accomplishing these goals will require new and better coordinated

federal policies, increased funding targeted on at-risk and disconnected youth, and
high priority to disconnected youth in state and local deliberations on funding priori-

ties and policy directions.

The Focus of This Report
This report discusses six programs being considered by the 108th Congress for reau-

thorization, using a lens of policies to assist disconnected and at-risk youth. By bring-

ing together these programs, this report provides a rare opportunity to identify their

common challenges and concerns related to disconnected youth. The six programs

are:

Adult education and literacy programs of the Adult Education and
Family Literacy Act (AEFLA) in Title II of the Workforce Investment Act

(WIA);

Financial aid programs and programs addressing cultural and academ-

ic barriers to access to higher education under the Higher Education

Act (H EA);

Special education and related services under the Individuals with

Disabilities Education Act (IDEA);

Services and programs for homeless and runaway youth funded by the

Runaway and Homeless Youth Act (RHYA);

o Services and cash assistance provided to youth under the Temporary

Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) block grant; and

Youth services and activities funded under WIA.
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These six programs are certainly not the only ones that serve at-risk youth, but

their reauthorizations provide an important opportunity to look across a set of key
programs. 6

This review of six programs seeks to identify how these programs do or do not consid-

er at-risk or disconnected youth and how the programs might be improved for this

population. Some of these programs are wholly about disconnected youth (e.g., the

Runaway and Homeless Youth Act); other programs reach at-risk youth but have no

explicit policies related to them. Thus, the challenge has been to identify potential

policy changes that are of particular import for this population, rather than addressing

overarching program policies that have broader scope. For example, a major issue for

the TANF program is whether parental work requirements will be increased; this over-

arching program policy would undoubtedly have an influence on youth in TANF fami-

lies, but we have tried to train our lens on policies that are particularly focused on the

youth population.

A broad range of voices in and outside of government are speaking on the issue of

disconnected and at-risk youth. For example, the President has established a White

House Task Force for Disadvantaged Youth, which is charged with developing a "com-

prehensive federal response...to the problems of youth failure, with a focus on

enhanced agency accountability and effectiveness."7 The Task Force's final report

with recommendations is scheduled for this fall. And many youth organizations have

made policy recommendations to Congress on legislation affecting their constituen-
cies; for instance, the Forum for Youth Investment issued A Big Picture Approach: The

Federal Government's Role in Youth Development in the io8th Congress in December of

2002.

Through this year's reauthorizations, Congress has the opportunity to make immediate

decisions that could influence outcomes for at-risk and disconnected youth. At the
same time, we hope that this publication will encourage the process of looking across

federal legislative initiatives in efforts to develop an integrated set of policies to
address the needs of this population.

The authors include CLASP staff and authors not affiliated with CLASP. The recom-

mendations made in each individual chapter are the recommendations of the chap-

ter's author or authors; the recommendations in this introduction are all CLASP
recommendations.
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intToduction

Who Are Disconnected and At-Risk Youth?
Experts have defined at-risk or disconnected youth in a variety of ways. For example:

The Department of Labor uses the category of "youth at risk," defined

as: non-college youth in general; out-of-school youth, particularly eco-

nomically disadvantaged youth; minority youth and high school

dropouts; and youth growing up in high-poverty communities. DOL

estimates the population to be as large as 7.5 million.8

o Andrew Sum and his colleagues define disconnected youth as those

youth ages 16-24 who are currently out of school and out of work. They

numbered about 5.2 million in 2001, representing 15 percent of all

youth aged 16-24.9 Under Sum's definition, the out-of-school and out-

of-work population of16- to 24-year-olds does not include youth who

were homeless, or inmates of jail, prison, and other institutions. On
the other hand, it does include some young people who have left the

labor force voluntarily, are taking time off from work or postsecondary

education, or are unemployed but have reasonable job skills and are
connected to social networks. However, most are not that fortunate.

Doug Besharov and Karen Gardiner have used a definition of discon-

nectedness for youth aged 16-23 that focuses on four factors: not

enrolled in school (including dropping out or not continuing onto post-

secondary after graduation from high school), not employed, not in

the military, and not married. Youth meeting these criteria for 26

weeks or more out of any calendar year were considered to be discon-

nected. Using these criteria, Besharov found that 37 percent of youth

16-23 were disconnected in at least one calendar year, 24 percent

were disconnected for 1-2 years, and 14 percent were disconnected for

3 or more years. 1°

Michael Wald and Tia Martinez use a definition intended to identify

the characteristics of those at greatest risk of still being disconnected

at age 25. Under Wald's definition, disconnected youth are ones who

are (1) high school dropouts who are unemployed or out of the labor

force and not being supported by a spouse or partner; (2) high school
graduates who have stopped looking for work; or (3) in prison, home-

less, or have exited from foster care without having a job or being in

school or without a stable place to live. These youth are more likely

than other youth to experience long-term joblessness and social isola-

tion. Approximately 2.8 million youth (8 percent of all youth aged 16-
24) meet this definition.11
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Each of these definitions provides a helpful perspective on the issues. Ideally, one

would want a definition that identified both those currently in need of services and

those at highest risk of facing bad outcomes (e.g., sustained unemployment, criminal
engagement, teen parenting, homelessness, etc.) without intervention. For purposes

of this report, we consider "disconnected youth" to be those aged 16-24 who are out

of school and out of work for a sustained period and are without ready access to

social and family supports.

According to Wald and Martinez, youth who in 2001 were at greatest risk of disconnec-

tion by age 25 had the following demographic characteristics:

66 percent had less than a high school degree.

58 percent were male.

58 percent were black or Hispanic.

3o percent were parents and 18 percent had a minor child in the

household.

19 percent were in prison or jail, meaning 500,000 (mostly male)

youth were in correctional facilities.

O 14 percent were persons with disabilities.

O 12 percent were'foreign born.

Many had no family and had lived for long periods of time in foster
care.

12

There are striking differences between disconnected men and women. Disconnected

men are much more likely to be incarcerated (3o percent compared to 2 percent),

while disconnected women are far more likely to have a minor child in the household

(37 percent compared to 1.4 percent). In addition, males who are African American are

more likely to be disconnected: between 25 and 3o percent of African American youth

aged 16-24 are disconnected, while the proportion for the overall population of16- to

24-year-olds is 8-10 percent.13

Key Risk Factors for Disconnection

A variety of youth are particularly at risk for disconnection and for poor outcomes in

the labor market as adults:

10
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High school dropouts: More than 4 million youth aged 16-24 are high school

dropouts.14 This may be a conservative estimate: a recent analysis suggested that 6.8

million or 28 percent of young adults age 16-24 were public school dropouts and

immigrant youth who never attended school.15 High school dropouts are less likely to

be employed and more likely to be unemployed for a year or longer. During 2001, only

55 percent of high school dropouts were employed compared to 74 percent of high

school graduates.16 More than a quarter of dropouts (27 percent) were unemployed

for a year or longer as compared to 11 percent of those with a high school degree.17

Pregnant and parenting teens: Although teen birth rates fell in the 199os, almost half
a million teens gave birth in 2001,18 and the birth rate for U.S. teenagers continues to

be much higher than for other industrialized countries.19 Almost 6o percent of teens

with a school-age pregnancy drop out at some point between 8th and 12th grade, with

more than a quarter of these teen mothers dropping out before they were pregnant.2°

Women who become pregnant while teens are less likely to get a high school diploma

or GED by age 30,21 and their children have poorer school performance.22

Incarcerated youth: In October 2000, 110,284 offenders younger than 21 resided in

juvenile justice facilities.23 In mid-year 2001, 10,76o individuals defined as juveniles

8 were incarcerated in federal, state, and local jails; 88,300 youth aged 18-19 and

347,900 young adults aged 20-24 were incarcerated in all prison and jail facilities.24

Formerly incarcerated young men face great barriers to employment, including discrim-

ination by employers, a lack of education, and a lack of support services. Some survey

data suggest that up to 6o percent of former inmates of all ages are not employed in

the regular market one year after being released.25

Youth from low-income families: Children who grew up in the poorest one-fifth of
American families are more than twice as likely to end up dropping out of high school
(34 percent versus 16 percent) or being unemployed and out of school at age 24 (17

percent versus 7 percent), compared with children who grew up in the middle fifth.26

Youth with literacy problems: A growing number of people cannot read or write at the

levels necessary for employment in higher wage jobs. For example, 20 percent of

adults read at or below the fifth grade level. A survey by the American Management

Association found that more than 38 percent of job applicants lacked the necessary

reading, writing, and math skills to do the jobs they sought in 1999. Of course, literacy

problems start at a young agefor example, 6o percent of fourth graders from low-
income families cannot read at grade level.27
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Youth who speak English as a second language: In 20 percent of our nation's house-

holds, a language other than English is spoken. According to a 1995 study, English

language learners were almost twice as likely to drop out of high school as those who

were fully proficient in English. Almost 40 percent of foreign-born 18- to 29-year-olds

arriving in the U.S. during the past five years do not have a regular high school diplo-

ma or a GED certificate.28 Out-of-school immigrant males were more likely to be work-

ing than their native-born counterparts (81 versus 75 percent) despite the fact that

they were less well educated than native-born men. Immigrant women, on the other
hand, were much less likely to be working than their native-born peers (53 versus 69

percent), an employment gap of 16 percentage points.29

Youth with disabilities: Students with disabilities have higher dropout rates than
other students. One of five adults with disabilities has not graduated from high
school, compared to less than one of ten adults without disabilities. Only 14 percent

of youth with disabilities attend postsecondary schools, as compared with 53 percent
of other students. Only 31 percent of adults with disabilities ages 21 through 64 are

employed, and adults with disabilities earn significantly less than adults without dis-

abilities and are more likely to be poor.3°

Youth in the foster care system: In 2000, 556,000 children were in foster care.31

During 1999, 56,593 children ages 16 and older left the foster care system, including

18,544 foster children who "aged out" of the system.32 The only national study of

youth who have aged out of foster care found that 38 percent were emotionally dis-

turbed, 5o percent had used illegal drugs, and 25 percent were involved with the legal

system.33 Only 48 percent had graduated from high school. Many were unemployed:

two to four years after they left foster care, only 38 percent had stayed employed and

only 48 percent had held a full-time job.34

The Need for Action
The costs to society for failing to help at-risk and disconnected youth are substantial.

For example, an Urban Institute study estimates about $8o billion is lost in earnings

for each year's class of 450,000 high school dropouts.35 A high school dropout will

earn 39 percent less over his or her lifetime than a person with an associate's degree

from a two-year college.36 A 1996 study estimated that teen childbearing costs $30

billion annually, including the costs associated with helping young teen parents, as

well as the productivity losses of teen mothers, the fathers of their children, and the

children when they reach adulthood.37

12
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Uneducated and undereducated youth are less likely to get jobs and more likely to

remain poor; in addition, youth are more likely to lose jobs during economic down-

turns. In 2001 and 2002, 53 percent of the 2 million in employment losses were by
youth 16-24, even though they comprised only 15 percent of the civilian tabor force.38

And economic dislocation is felt more acutely by minority groups. During 2001, for

instance, 75 percent of white youth were employed compared to only 68 percent of

Hispanic youth and 57 percent of black youth.39 Moreover, compared to white and

Hispanic youth, black youth employment falls by a greater percentage during econom-

ic downturns.4° Furthermore, it appears that the longer youth are disconnected the

more they engage in criminal and other risk-taking behavior. For example, a recent

study points out that while only 20 percent of18- and 19-year-old males who are dis-
connected are incarcerated, fully 46 percent of 24-year-old males who are disconnect-

ed are in prison or jail.°

The adverse consequences of not acting will only increase over the next decade as the

youth population in the U.S. grows, especially among minorities and immigrants.

Between 1992 and 2001, the number of 16- to 24-year-olds increased from 31 million

to 35 million, and the number is projected to reach 39 million by 2010.42 Moreover,

according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the youth labor force (aged 16 -24) is

expected to grow more rapidly than the overall labor force for the first time in 25 years.

These overall growth rates of the youth cohorts vary by race/ethnic group and by

immigrant status. The lowest projected rate of growth will be among white, non-
Hispanics (5 percent). In a middle range are American Indians (13 percent) and blacks

(17 percent). The highest rates of growth will be among Hispanics (34 percent) and

Asian Americans (36 percent). Increased numbers of immigrants will likely increase

these latter percentages over the next decades.43

In short, society will benefit by preventing at-risk youth from becoming disconnected
and by helping disconnected youth reconnect to employment and education.
Disconnected youth are far more likely than other youth to engage in criminal activi-

ties, anti-social behavior, and teenage parenting. However, connected youth will

become productive members of society, help the economy grow, and generate

increased tax revenues and increased consumption. They will engage in appropriate

civil affairs and neighborhood activities, increase the quality of civic life, and strength-

en social cohesion. They will save funds that now go to prisons and jails and govern-

ment financial support. They will become better parents and mentors, meaning fewer

children will end up in foster care or on public assistance. Fewer children will be poor,

and more will live in stable, two-parent families.
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Effective programs can make a difference in improving outcomes for disconnected

youth. In the last io years in particular, evidence has emerged about effective strate-
gies for engaging youth and helping them succeed in education and the labor market

(including such programs as Career Academies, Big Brothers, Big Sisters,

Conservation Corps, Center for Employment Training, Quantum Opportunity Program,

and the Children's Aid Society-Carrera Program)! According to a recent paper by

MDRC, the most effective youth programs have a youth development perspective that

(1) helps young people connect to society through the presence of caring adults, a

family-like atmosphere, camaraderie with peers and staff, and a sense of belonging;

(2) meets youth's financial, education, and social needs by providing, for example,

opportunities for paid work and use of financial incentives, work experience projects
that serve the community, experiential education and training activities and training

in resiliency skills, and opportunities for leadership development; and (3) takes into
account the life circumstances of at-risk youth by having staff members who are acces-

sible at all hours.45 Many who have examined youth programs would emphasize the

critical importance of adult relationships to disconnected youthin fact, according to
Gary Walker of Public/Private Ventures, "it is the glue which holds things together,

and keeps youth motivated when the inevitable rough spots occur."46

Opportui lathes in the 108th Congress
To ensure future productivity and social stability for our country, our nation should
commit itself to increase the proportion of young people who at age 25: (1) have a

high school diploma and postsecondary degree or credential, (2) are employed in
jobs with career advancement possibilities, and (3) are not engaged in adverse

risk-taking behaviors.

The recommendations in this report (which can be found in shaded boxes in each

chapter) seek to advance this set of goals and to improve public policy on key tran-

sition points for significantly disconnected youth, which include (i) dropping out
of high school, (2) having a child out of wedlock before age 20, (3) entry into or

reentry from the juvenile or criminal justice system, and (4) leaving foster care or

residential placements when they are 18 or older.47

These recommendations focus on the six programs being reauthorized and do not

purport to address the full range of initiatives needed by at-risk and disconnected

youth. A broader agenda would include restructuring secondary and postsec-

ondary education; greatly expanding the funding for alternative and comprehen-

sive programming, including educational programming, for disconnected youth;

14
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aligning the education and "second chance" training systems; and reforming our

juvenile and criminal justice systems.°

In addition, policymakers at all levels must pay attention to how the No Child Left

Behind (NCLB) Act is being implemented because of its focus on raising the

achievement gap of poor students, disabled students, and students from racial-
ethnic minorities, all of whom are more likely than other students to become dis-
connected. Effective implementation of NCLB should reduce the number of discon-

nected youth ages 16 to 24 and could open up funding for alternative programs,

which have been effective in reaching disconnected youth. However, some ana-

lysts fear that the lack of full federal funding and the pressure for schools to do

well on state tests will lower some state academic achievement requirements or
could lead to increased dropout rates.49

Moreover, a significant future agenda for Congress is to consider and propose poli-

cies across programs and funding streams that serve disconnected youth. Such

policies should attempt to address the concern that separate programs tend to

operate within their own isolated "silos." To effectively address the needs of dis-
connected youth, multiple programs and funding streams need to work in concert.

Among the policies Congress should consider are ones that would:

El Articulate a clear goal for the nation's youth to help establish both
that youth are an important population and what programmatic suc-
cess means.

Establish a common definition of disconnected youth and require all

relevant programs to report on the extent to which disconnected

youth are served.

Establish "youth find" mechanisms in all appropriate programs to

identify those who are school dropouts and hard-to-employ and to
assist them in accessing programs that can improve their prospects.

Improve coordination by encouraging or requiring state and local

entities to better coordinate and blend funding streams to ensure
adequate funding for more proven programs that effectively serve

disconnected youth.

Create transition provisions where they do not currently exist to

ensure that, before a youth leaves a program and at key risk points,

rid

15
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there are effective plans for further education, training, or employ-

ment in place.

Improve accountability by enacting a common core set of youth

performance measures.

In our examination of the six programs, we have seen that programs that reach dis-

connected youth can be improved in a variety of ways, but we have been struck

even more by the fact that some youth are not reached at all. The policy recom-

mendations contained in the chapters that follow are directed either to preventing
youth from becoming disconnected or helping disconnected youth reconnect to

the educational or employment systems. The main themes covered in the following

chapters include:

Preventing disconnection: Federal youth policy should intervene early to prevent

at-risk youth aged 16-24 from becoming disconnected. It is easier to keep young

people in school than it is to get them back after they have left the formal system.5°

Because of the central role of secondary and postsecondary education in preven-

tion, the chapters on IDEA and AEFLA focus on preventing disconnection.

Reconnecting disconnected youth: The following chapters also focus on reconnect-

ing high school dropouts to school, training, or other programs; connecting out-of-
work, out-of-school high school graduates or those with a GED to jobs or higher

education; helping teen mothers remain connected to critical support networks

and enabling them to develop necessary skills for a more productive and fulfilling

life; and connecting juveniles and young adults who are in prison or reentering
society to education and other services.51

Improving how programs work together: By improving coordination among pro-

grams, youth should be able to move seamlessly through education and support-

ive programs. For example, one recommendation is to use the existing Youth

Councils structure created by WIA to improve coordination and collaboration

between all of the education programs and WIA, TANF, and RHYA.

Providing transitional services for youth: Youth at risk of disconnection would ben-
efit from enhanced transitional services from one system or program to another.

For instance, the IDEA chapter recommends adopting congruent language in IDEA,

1.6
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the Rehabilitation Act, and WIA regarding the planning and provision of transition

services for youth with disabilities from school to postsecondary education or

employment.

Maintaining and increasing funding for at-risk and disconnected youth: These
chapters recommend preserving existing funding for some programs at risk of

being cut, increasing funding for effective programs that work, creating new pro-

grams with new funds, and better using existing funding streams. For example,

many critical programs, such as the WIA youth programs and the HEA financial aid

programs, Talent Search programs, and Educational Opportunity Centers, receive

far less federal funding than necessary to meet the need.

Improving access: Sometimes eligibility requirements prevent at-risk and discon-

nected youth from accessing the programs that could help them. For example, the

TANF chapter proposes to permit states to establish a "transitional compliance"

period for income-eligible minor parents, such as school dropouts and homeless

youth, to give them time to meet particular education/training or living arrange-

ment requirements.

Expanding services: All of the chapters propose to expand services to more effec-

tively assist youth who risk disconnection or are already disconnected. For exam-

ple, the chapter on HEA recommends expanding grants and improving access to

postsecondary education, and expanding the provision of child care to help low-

income students gain and maintain access to postsecondary education.

Improving data collection: Inconsistent definitions and gaps in data collection

hamper our understanding of the current situation of at-risk and disconnected

youth. For example, a recommendation of this report is to make dropout data for

students with disabilities comparable to data for the general population.

Undertaking new research: Most chapters suggest that the federal government

fund additional research to improve services for at-risk and disconnected youth.
For example, the report proposes dedicated funds for high-quality new research on

reading development and instruction for youth with reading difficulties, including

youth with disabilities.
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Congress, the Administration, and the public face a two-fold public policy challenge:
(1) ensuring that all young people stay connected to school and work and (2) helping

those young people who have become disconnected obtain necessary education and

skills, find jobs with career advancement possibilities, and not engage in adverse,

risk-taking behaviors. To remain strong as a society with economic productivity and

growth, international competitiveness, and stability and cohesiveness, we will have to

meet this challenge.
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By Cynthia G. Brown and Andy Hartman

Overview

11

Leave No Youth Behind

The Adult Education and Family Literacy Act (AEFLA) is a federal program to assist

undereducated people, who are age 16 and above and no longer enrolled in second-

ary school, in improving their literacy skills. In 1998, it was reauthorized and incorpo-

rated into the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) as Title II. Most of its funding ($575

million of $591 million overall in FY 2002) is distributed to states and must be

matched with one dollar of state funds (or an "in-kind" equivalent) for every four
dollars of federal funds. Up to io percent of the funds may be spent on correctional

education in jails and prisons.

The AEFLA relates to disconnected youth in several important ways. It provides the

opportunity for out-of-school youth to complete their high school educations or earn

GED credentials. It supports programs for English language learners who are out of

school and over the age of 16. It assists parents, including young parents, in obtaining

the educational skills to become full partners in the education of their children. It pro-

vides education for youth who are soon to be released from correctional or other

institutions.

The low level of federal funding for AEFLA relative to the documented need affects the

quality, intensity, and availability of AEFLA services for both adults and youth. For

example, close to six million people aged 18-29 lack a high school diploma or a GED.1
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At the same time, 1.1 million youth participate in adult education programs.2 Adult

education programs are of variable quality and often lack appropriate curriculum, ade-
quate technology, and well-prepared instructors. They also face problems with student

retention, as some students leave after just a few classes and others cycle in and out

of programs.

Nearly all of the participants in adult education programs attend voluntarily, but some
students are required to attend as a condition of receiving TANF payments or as a con-

dition set by the courts. Some observers contend that some low-performing high
school youth are pushed out of high school and into adult education programs so that

they will not be counted as dropouts in state accountability systems for elementary

and secondary schools.

In the 108th Congress to date, the House of Representatives has passed an AEFLA

reauthorization as Title II of the Workforce Investment Act. The Senate is beginning

deliberations. In addition, the Administration has issued a summary of reauthoriza-
tion ideas for AEFLA.3

What Is the Adult Education and Family
Literacy Act?
While federal and state efforts to support and encourage adult education began over

Zoo years ago, the Adult Basic Education state grant program was first enacted in

1964 as part of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA).4 In 1998, the

Adult Education Act was renamed the Adult Education and Family Literacy Act and

moved out of ESEA and reauthorized as Title II of WIA. Most of the Title II funds sup-

port grants to states, but support is also provided for National Leadership Activities
and the independent National Institute for Literacy.5 AEFLA received a federal appro-

priation of $591 million in FY 2002, of which $575 million was for formula grants to

states, including $70 million set aside specifically for English literacy and civic educa-

tion programs. The vast majority (82.5 percent) of each state's grant must be distrib-

uted to local programs through a competitive process; the remainder goes towards

state administration and technical assistance. States must match their federal grant at

a one-to-four ratio. Most states provide only the bare minimum match, but a few
states (e.g., California, Michigan, and New York) substantially overmatch.

Historically considered an education program, AEFLA is administered by the Office of

Adult and Vocational Education in the U.S. Department of Education. In the last io
years, some policymakers have recommended that the program be moved to the U.S.
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Department of Labor, which administers several other titles of WIA. While AEFLA

remains a part of the Department of Education, its removal from ESEA and placement

in WIA and the inclusion of labor market outcomes as part of its performance indica-

tors has increased its emphasis on workforce preparation.

AEFLA funds are distributed to states through a formula based on the number of peo-

ple in each state aged 16-61 without a high school diploma or its equivalent and not

enrolled in high school. States designate a specific agency to administer the program,

usually the state education agency or the agency responsible for community colleges.

The state agency makes AEFLA grants to local programs that can be operated by a

diverse set of entities, including school districts, colleges, WIA-funded One-Stop cus-

tomer service centers, vocational centers, libraries, nonprofit community-based organ-
izations (including faith-based groups), and volunteer agencies. AEFLA requires each

state to provide all of these different kinds of entities with "direct and equitable
access" to grants, a provision added because of past allegations of favoritism towards

public school systems. With a limited amount of funds, there is considerable pres-
sureboth political and programmaticon state agencies to make many small grants
spread throughout their states.

Programs offer one of three types of services: adult education and literacy programs,

including workplace literacy services; family literacy services, which can serve both

parents and young children; and/or English literacy programs. Programs that receive

funds must participate in the National Reporting System, which was added during the

1998 reauthorization.

States are held accountable for meeting performance targets on core indicators. The

indicators are listed in the law, and each state negotiates with the U.S. Department of
Education to set its performance targets. This performance information is then used by

the state to evaluate the effectiveness of local programs.6 In the last annual report to
Congress on AEFLA, for program year 1999-2000, the U.S. Department of Education

reported that, on average, 41 states exceeded their performance targets for percent-

ages of learners demonstrating improved literacy skills. But in an appendix to the

report, the Department noted, "many states were especially conservative in setting

the performance projections AEFLA mandates."7

The adult education needs in the U.S. are substantial, but there are too few quality

programs to meet them.8 The 1992 National Adult Literacy Survey (which is currently

being updated) found that 25 percent of adults over age 16 scored in the lowest of five

levels of literacy.9 It is estimated that 20 percent of adults read at or below the fifth-
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grade leve1.10 According to the American Management Association's annual survey on

workplace testing, in 1999 over 38 percent of job applicants tested for basic skills
lacked the necessary reading, writing, and math skills to do the jobs they sought."

In 2000-2001, about 2.7 million people participated in adult education programs sup-
ported in part with federal funds: approximately one million were enrolled in basic lit-
eracy programs, which may include family and workplace literacy; 1.1 million in

English as a second language (ESL) programs; and 600,00o in high school completion

or GED programs.12 More students participated in ESL classes-38 percent of total par-

ticipants in 2002than any other type of instructional program.13 Many participants
(over 41 percent) were youth, aged 16-24. A majority of all participants were from

minority groups: 38 percent Hispanic, 21 percent African American, 8 percent Asian/

Pacific Islander; and 2 percent American Indian or Alaskan Native. About 54 percent

were female. Experts estimate that 5o percent of adult education students are people

with learning disabilities.14 In 1999-2000, over 239,000 participants in adult educa-

tion programs were adults in correctional facilities.15

Some adult education programsparticularly those serving ESL studentsare over-
crowded and have long waiting lists. Some use lotteries to select participants. Most
adult education instructors either work part-time (47 percent) or are volunteers (39

percent). About 14 percent are full-time instructors. Such staffing patterns allow pro-

grams to serve more people at a lower cost. However, such a heavy reliance on part-

time and volunteer instructors can affect program quality and stability.

How Is the Adult Education and Family Literacy
Act Related to Disconnected Youth?
Because nearly half of adult education participants are youth, the AEFLA could be an

important pathway for disconnected youth to reconnect with educational institutions.

Performance data from the program demonstrates that for some studentsadults as
well as youthadult education leads to a GED; for a smaller group, it leads to further
education and training; and some participants experience positive employment out-

comes.
16 However, high attrition and a correspondingly small number of hours of

instruction severely limit the impact of adult education services. Evidence from
evaluations of youth employment and welfare-to-work programs suggests that adult

education programs of sufficient intensity and duration, especially if integrated with

occupational training, can increase hours of instruction, GED attainment, and access

to further education or training. For those who increase their literacy skills, obtain a
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GED, or participate in training, adult education leads to economic gains for low-

income women17 and youth.18

Over ne Milli n Youth in Adult Education

Close to six million people aged 18-29 lack a high school diploma or a GED.19 At the

same time, 1.1 million youth participate in adult education programs.2° GEDs are often

viewed by school dropouts as the way to complete their secondary educations and to
gain access to higher education and better paying jobs. Adult education programs

relate to various groups of disconnected youth in somewhat different ways.

School Dropouts

Research shows that school dropout rates may be creeping upward. Despite variations

and inaccuracies in much reporting on school dropouts, experts believe that 25-30

percent of adults aged 18-29 have either dropped out of schoolor are immigrants
who have never attended school (although these two groups may face very different

employment issues).21 Approximately 18 percent of dropouts have failed to complete

any years of schooling beyond the 8th grade.22 Males drop out more than females.23

While high school completion rates have been steady for 3o years, during the 199os

the proportion of young people earning a regular diploma declined to 75 percent and

the proportion earning a GED or other credential increased to io percent.24 Youth that

get GEDs have often not been counted as dropouts but as high school graduates for

state or federal accountability purposes.

In addition, some critics allege that the use of high-stakes testing and accountability

measures for students, schools, and districts as part of standards-based reform initia-

tives may cause many students to drop out of school or to be "pushed out" Others
charge that large, impersonal, low-quality comprehensive high schools lead to drop-

ping out. No matter what the causes or true numbers are, all school dropouts need

access to high-quality adult education programs, in a variety of settings, in order to

continue their education.

AEFLA is intended to serve those who have dropped out of school. The law establishes

that students are not eligible to participate until they are at least 16 years old and

beyond the age set by their state's compulsory attendance law. AEFLA participants

also must not be enrolled in secondary schools. In many states, if AEFLA participants

achieve high school diplomas or GEDs they are counted as "graduates" for the pur-

pose of computing graduation or school completion rates in the public K-12 system.

Without getting into the issue of the relative value of GEDs when compared to high

23
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diplomas, distinguishing between the two when collecting data would seem to be a

good idea. The American Council on Education (ACE), which operates the GED service,

reports that one out of every seven high school diplomas issued each year in the

United States is based on passing the GED tests.25

Documentation within a state and school district of who gets a regular diploma and

who gets a GEDand whether the GED was achieved as a result of participation in an

AEFLA program or a public high schoolis murky at best. A new federal requirement
contained in the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act that high schools use graduation

rates as part of their accountability systems may lead to more precise and comparable

data.

Many within the adult education community believe it would only be fair if local, state,

and federal funds, such as Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

(reauthorized in the NCLB Act) and Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA),

"followed" students who left regular high schools and enrolled in adult education pro-

grams.
26 While the concept of funding that "follows the student" from public K-12

schools into adult basic education programs may hold attraction, there are numerous
challenges inherent in implementation. For example, there are currently no attendance

requirements in adult education. Prorating costs on a weekly basis would be too bur-

densome, but at least one expert believes it might be possible to create a mechanism

by which a certain amount of funds could be transferred from the public school sys-

tem to an adult education program for each young adult student who either makes a

specified amount of progress on statewide assessments or earns a diploma/GED.

An important issue for low-performing high school dropouts, English language learn-

ers, and other program participants is the quality of adult education programs.
Experts believe significant improvement is needed in curricula, staff training, assess-

ment of adult learners, and the installation and maintenance of accountability sys-

tems.27 Assessment instruments that quickly and accurately measure initial learner

needs and learning gains in a real-life context are needed, not just standardized

tests.
28 Technology is another crucial issue. Many adult education programs are poor-

ly equipped, instructors lack sufficient training and experience in the use of technolo-

gy, and there is little high-quality content on the Internet for people with low literacy

levels.29

English Language Learners

English language learners (ELLs) are the fastest growing group using adult education

programs. The 2000 Census shows that, in 20 percent of households, a language
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other than English is spoken.3° A recent survey found that 40 percent of Hispanic

adults living in the U.S. have not learned English, but their children primarily use

English or are bilingual.31 In 1995, ELLs were almost twice as likely to drop out of high

school as fully English-proficient students.32 Many immigrants arriving as youth have

not received high school diplomas in their native countries.33 Almost 4o percent of

foreign-born 18- to 29-year-olds arriving in the U.S. during the past five years hold nei-

ther a regular high school diploma nor a GED certificate.34 Most ELLs are highly moti-

vated to learn English but frequently must join waiting lists before entering an adult
education classroom.

Youth with Disabilities

Youth with disabilities drop out of high school at twice the rate of students without
disabilities,35 and dropout rates for students with severe disabilities are even

higher.36 As a result, many adult education students have some form of disability
estimates are as high as 5o percent.

The recent report of the President's Commission on Excellence in Special Education

complained strongly about the lack of coordination between the U.S. Department of

Education's Office of Special Education Programs and its Office of Vocational and

Adult Education. While hesitating to label this a statutory or regulatory problem, the

Commission noted that because the AEFLA limits adult education to individuals who

are not enrolled or required to be enrolled in a secondary school, secondary school

students with disabilities are prevented from receiving both adult education services
and simultaneous special education support services under IDEA. This means a stu-

dent cannot be enrolled in both a secondary school and an adult education program
even if his or her individualized education program (IEP) team determined it was

appropriate.37 When might this be a problem? Say an 18-year-old boy has been identi-

fied as dyslexic and provided with an IEP by the public schools. His high school does

not have expertise teaching reading to young adults with severe dyslexia, but there is

a high-quality adult education program in the area that has a good reading program
geared for adult disabled readers. In order to attend the adult education program, the

student would have to drop out of high school, thus losing all the other academic and

support services he is due through his IEP.

Young Parents

A statutory goal of the AEFLA is to assist parents in gaining the skills needed to sup-

port the educational development of their children. This is especially important for

young women who, though less likely to drop out of school than male youth, are more
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likely to do so because of pregnancy and parenting responsibilities. Adult educators
emphasize that the single greatest predictor of any child's educational success is the

educational attainment of the mother and that patterns of literacy, illiteracy, and

under-education are intergenerational. They call funds spent on two-generation litera-

cy programs "double duty dollars." They also point out that Section 1118 of the NCLB

Act calls on parents to take on specific responsibilities concerning the education of

their children and that these duties cannot be carried out without basic educational

skills.38 While an AEFLA goal is to engage parents, there are no data reported regard-

ing how many participants are parents, nor how many are young parents under

age 25.

One adult education researcher/advocate maintains that focusing on the "intergenera-

tional transfer of cognitive skills and functional context education" is an important

way to improve education attainment of children because of the predictive value of
the mother's education level. He recommends refocusing some Head Start and Title I

funds to family literacy programs like Even Start and adult education programs that

provide education services for both parents and their children.39

While no one quarrels with the evidence of a correlation between a mother's educa-

tion level and her children's educational attainment, there are disagreements about

the effectiveness of various interventions. Evaluations have found that mothers
who participate in adult education programs report spending more time in positive

interaction with their children, including helping them with homework and reading to

them.4°

However, according to the U.S. Department of Education, four-year evaluations of

Even Start have shown less-than-encouraging results: although children and adults

participating in Even Start generally made gains in literacy skills, the gains were not

significantly greater than those of non-participants.41 Other studies that have looked

specifically at family literacy programs judged to be of high quality and intensity have
found stronger effects on both parents and children.42

Researchers who have been examining the reason for flat reading scores among the

nation's children are beginning to conclude that critical pre-reading and early reading

skills are learned in the home, rather than in school, and that the relatively low-level

literacy skills of young, low-income mothers significantly contribute to the poor read-

ing performance of their children.43 In addition, research is also finding that invest-

ment in high-quality preschool programs can successfully reverse this pattern.44
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While 2000 Census data are not yet available, the 1990 Census reported that almost

327,000 18- to 24-year-olds were in penal institutions, many in jails or prisons. Ninety

percent were male. These numbers probably increased significantly during the

199os.45 Experts estimate that, by age 25, 45 percent of severely disconnected young

men are incarcerated.° A 1992 study found that two-thirds of prison inmates lacked a

regular high school diploma and only 17 percent had a GED.47

While the youth prison population is probably expanding, educational opportunities
for incarcerated youth are probably declining. When WIA was created in 1998, a stand-

alone prison literacy program was repealed, and the previous io percent floor for cor-

rections education in the Adult Education Act was replaced with a ceiling of io percent

under AEFLA. This happened in spite of research that showed that education interven-

tions and gains for prisoners result in less recidivism.° For juveniles in particular, the

research is limited, but the few available studies suggest significant reduction in
recidivism. One county study, for example, found that recidivism for juveniles was

reduced by 20 percent or more due to participation in intensive reading programs.49

What Are the Opportunities in the
1.11 eauthorization of the Adult Education and
Family Literacy Act?
Inadequate resources create a major challenge for better serving youthand all
potential studentsthrough AEFLA programs. As one observer commented, adult

education is not understood or valued and thus lacks support from both policy-
makers and the general public. Severe under-funding means a lack of resources to

expand programs into a variety of settings, eliminate waiting lists, hire better qual-
ified staff, and undertake needed staff development training. In addition, WIA per-

formance measures may promote "creaming" in adult education programsthat is,
selecting students for admission who are most likely to complete a program

successfully.5°

While increased appropriations and an increased state match would go a long way

towards increasing the capacity and quality of AEFLA programs, there are other

opportunities to strengthen its services for youth when it is reauthorized by the

io8th Congress:51
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Amend the state plan section of AEFLA to better focus on youth

issues:

AEFLA currently requires states to develop a strategy for serving

specific populations, such as individuals with disabilities.
"Disconnected youth" should be explicitly added as one of

AEFLA's priority populations.

Require that the state plan peer review process focus on quality

of services and include individuals knowledgeable about youth

development and education issues. Also require the Department

of Education to utilize a peer review process in negotiating per-

formance levels, including levels for youth. Peer review of state

plans is now standard procedure with federal elementary and

secondary education programs and is widely considered to have

increased the quality of plan reviews and pressure on the states

to take program requirements more seriously.

Ensure that the core indicators of performance in AEFLA are compati-

ble with the needs and goals of youth in adult education programs.

At a minimum, continue to include increases in academic skills,
attaining a GED or high school diploma, and transitioning on to fur-

ther education and training as indicators for youth.

Ensure that the performance measures under Title I of WIA, the adult

job-training program, allow for educational improvements to count

as positive outcomes for youth through age 24..

Integrate training and adult education for youth:

Allow programs that integrate job training and adult education
for youth, and receive both Title I and Title II funding, to report

on just one set of performance measures. Too few programs cur-

rently achieve this integration despite research showing integrat-

ed services can be more effective than either service alone. One

barrier to expanding these services is that programs that receive

both adult education and youth training funding under WIA face

two sets of performance measures and program requirements.

As an incentive to spur creation of more integrated programs,

Congress should consider allowing such programs to report on

just one set of performance measures.
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O Require states to report the number of integrated job training

and adult education programs funded through contracts under

Title II or certified as eligible providers under Title I. Simply track-

ing this information over time will allow the federal government

to better gauge the capacity of the field to provide these servic-

es and to see whether incentives to create more integrated pro-

grams are having an effect.

o Use WIA funds reserved at the state and national levels as seed

money to create more integrated adult education and job train-
ing programs that prepare youth for specific occupations and for

further postsecondary education along a career ladder.

In order to better understand who is being served by AEFLA and the

impact of AEFLA-supported services on youth, require federal data

reporting on the parenting status of participants and break down the

outcome data (e.g., received a GED, got a job, went on to further

education or training) by age group.

ET Better coordinate federal elementary and secondary education pro-

grams with AEFLA:

Amend AEFLA to allow disabled secondary school students

between the ages of i6 and 21 to be enrolled simultaneously in

secondary school and adult education, if their Individual
Education Plan calls for such an arrangement. Require the sec-

ondary school to include the co-enrolled student in any assess-

ment and reporting required for accountability purposes.

Amend AEFLA to clarify that it is allowable for federal funds from

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, especially Title I,

and IDEA to follow youth ages 16-21 who leave high school and

enroll in adult education programs. Require the school district
and adult education provider to enter into a written agreement

that details how the funds will be used to accomplish the goals

of Title I and IDEA and how the adult education provider will be

held accountable for achieving these goals.

AEFLA should direct the National Institute for Literacy and the U.S.

Department of Education to use a portion of their national leader-

ship funds to support research on reading development and instruc-
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tion with youth, including youth with learning disabilities. The
research should include teacher preparation, curriculum develop-
ment, and effective student/teacher ratios. This work should be

coordinated with the research on reading development in adults

currently being carried out by the Institute of Education Sciences at

the U.S. Department of Education.

Amend AEFLA to allow states to exceed the current io percent cap on

corrections education.

Conclusion
It is imperative that this nation provides a strong path for disconnected youth who
choose to reconnect with mainstream institutions and to prepare themselves through
education and training for productive, contributing lives. Today that path is too narrow

and so uneven that few can find their way and fully benefit. Because of underfunding

of adult education and related programs, the system of universal public education in

the U.S. does not exist for youth who leave high schools, whether they want to recon-

nect or not.
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Postsecondary education offers disconnected youth a route to self-sufficiency as

adults. However, postsecondary education in the United States is not free, and dis-

connected youth face great financial (and other) barriers to this important stepping-

stone to success. The Higher Education Act (HEA) is the main federal source for finan-

cial aid for postsecondary education, making $55.5 billion available to 8.4 million stu-

dents in the 2002-2003 school year. While HEA has not traditionally been thought of
as a program for disconnected youth (few of whom are considered typical "college

material"), HEA can help them access job training opportunities as well as degree pro-

grams at both two- and four-year institutions.

Reauthorization of HEA during the 108th Congress offers the opportunity to increase

access to postsecondary education for disconnected youth, both by making HEA-fund-

ed programs more "friendly" for disconnected youth and by expanding the reach of

HEA financial aid. Without ready access to postsecondary education, disconnected

youth are much less likely to compete successfully in labor market. This chapter briefly

describes HEA, explains its link to disconnected youth, and outlines a number of

opportunities for improving HEA during reauthorization. It concludes with a summary
of recommendations. HEA expires September 3o, 2004; while Congress has begun to

hold hearings related to reauthorization, it is generally anticipated that action will

occur sometime in 2004.
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What is the F igher Education Act?
HEA contains more than fifty programs, the oldest of which were enacted in the

National Defense Education Act of 1958. These programs are primarily directed at

assisting individuals in overcoming barriers to access and retention in postsecondary
education. Most of the available funds and most of the programs provide financial aid

to students attending postsecondary education. In the 2002-2003 school year, the

HEA student financial aid programs made $55.5 billion available to 8.4 million stu-
dents and more than a half million families, who borrowed to pay for the higher
education expenses of their dependent children.' In addition to addressing financial
barriers through the financial aid program, HEA also deals with cultural and academic

barriers to access and retention. For example, the Upward Bound program provides

tutoring and mentoring to low-income high school students to motivate them toward

education beyond high school as well as to improve their academic qualifications for
higher education. Title II seeks to increase the supply and quality of K-12 teachers

with the aim of improving the education of students in elementary and secondary

education and their readiness for postsecondary education.

How Is the Higher Education Act Rebated to
Disconnected Youth?
Youth ages 16-24 are generally thought of as the prime population of those who are in

higher education or who are preparing to enter in the near future, and, indeed, that is
the case for the majority in this age group. However, nearly 3 million youth are out of

school and out of work and isolated from the mainstream of American society.2 In

addition, a sizable number of youth are at-risk of becoming disconnected (see the
Introduction). Disconnected youth represent a substantial wasted or underdeveloped

human resource that could add to our economic prosperity and to the quality of our
social, cultural, and political life. They are a significant drain on the nation as they

often engage in both socially harmful and self-destructive behavior and consume dis-

proportionate amounts of expensive public services. Finally, they are a moral chal-

lenge to the nation. Bringing them into full participation in the nation would realize

the American ideals of fairness and equal opportunity.

Disconnected youth are not usually thought of as "college material." However, HEA

serves students in all of postsecondary education. This includes students at about

6,40o "Title IV-eligible" institutions in the United States whose students may receive
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financial aid through HEA programs.3 About 1,500 of these institutions are two-year

public community colleges, which enroll 37 percent of all students, and about 2,300

of these institutions are proprietary schools, which enroll 4 percent of all students.``

The community colleges and proprietary schools offer relatively short courses of six

months to two years in a very wide range of fields, including construction trades,

health professions, information technology, and cosmetology. While relatively few

disconnected youth are likely to be candidates for highly selective colleges, substan-

tial numbers of them could benefit from the job training opportunities available in
postsecondary education, as well as its academic degree programs. This is particularly

true of the 40 percent of them who have a high school diploma or its equivalent,

which is a key qualification for participation in higher education.5 For all disconnected
youth, after age 24, lack of postsecondary education makes it much less likely that

they will participate in the workforce. They are more likely to remain disconnected.6

Disconnected youth are often low-income and, therefore, generally lack the personal

resources to pay for postsecondary education. While there is no free postsecondary

education in the United States, public community colleges generally have the lowest

costs. However, the annual cost of attendance (including living expenses)even at
these institutionsaveraged $10,458 for a full-time commuter student in 2002-2003,
far beyond the ability to pay of most disconnected youth/ Therefore, adequate levels

of financial aid are critical for disconnected youth to be able to participate in postsec-
ondary education, especially the most severely disconnected youth. According to Wald

and Martinez, 65 percent of them lack a high school diploma or its equivalent.8 Thirty

percent of male disconnected youth are incarcerated.9 Thirty-seven percent of female

disconnected youth live with one or more of their minor children.1° Twelve percent of

disconnected youth are foreign born.liThese subpopulations also need to be served

by HEA programs.

What Are the Opportunities to Improve
HEA for Disconnected Youth During
Reauthorization?
HEA is scheduled to be reauthorized during the io8th Congress. This reauthoriza-

tion will provide an opportunity to expand access to postsecondary education for

disconnected youth.
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Increase Funding

The single most important policy that Congress should consider in reauthorizing

HEA is to provide adequate levels of financial aid to disconnected youth. Currently,

financial aid provided through HEA and other sources is insufficient for low-income

youth who are academically qualified. The Advisory Committee on Student

Financial Assistance found that, on average, the lowest income students face

$3,200 of unmet need at public two-year institutions and $3,800 of unmet need at
four-year public institutions.12 Unmet need is the difference between the cost of

attendance at an institution of higher education and the amount of resources

available to an individual from personal income and assets, family income and

assets, and financial aid (grants and loans) from federal, state, institutional, and
other sources. As a result of this unmet need, it is estimated that 406,000 college-

qualified high school graduates from low- and moderate-income families will be
prevented from enrolling in a four-year college per year, and 168,000 of them will

be unable to enroll in any college at all within two years of graduation.13 Others

will work an excessive number of hours or attend less than full time, significantly

increasing the risk that they will not persist to completion of their program.14 Those

excluded from postsecondary education by unmet financial need must certainly

include a substantial number of the nearly 40 percent of disconnected youth who

have a high school diploma or its equivalent and who are low income.

Grants are the most effective form of student financial aid. Low-income students

who receive grants are more likely to go to college than low-income students who

receive other forms of aid, particularly loans.15 The grant programs in HEA, espe-

cially the Pell Grant, are the largest source of need-based grants awarded to low-

income students. Pell Grants totaled $11.6 billion in the 2002-2003 school year.16

However, the purchasing power of the Pell Grant has been significantly eroded in

the last 25 years. For example, in the 1975-76 school year, the maximum Pell Grant

paid for about 85 percent of the cost of attendance at a public four-year institution;
by the 2001-2002 school year, the maximum Pell Grant paid for only about 40 per-

cent of the cost of attendance at a four-year public institutiona loss of more than
half of its purchasing power. To maintain pace with inflation, the maximum Pell

Grant for an in-state commuter student at a four-year public institution would need

to be $11,000 rather than its current maximum of $4,000.17 Therefore, Congress

should consider a substantial increase in the maximum Pell Grant to eliminate the

unmet need faced by low-income students and to restore the Pell Grant's purchas-
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ing power. The 44 organizations whose recommendations for reauthorizing HEA

were coordinated by the American Council on Education recommend that Congress

"make a firm commitment to doubling the appropriated Pell Grant maximum award

within a six-year time frame that coincides with the passage of the reauthorization

legislation."18

They make this recommendation because simply providing for increases in the

authorized Pelt Grant maximum is unlikely to restore the purchasing power of the

Pell Grant. In the 3o years of the program, the maximum Pell Grant provided for in

the annual appropriations has matched the authorized Pell Grant maximum only

three times, most recently for the 1979-80 school year.19 Therefore, Congress

should consider ensuring the funding for the Pell Grant.2° If funding for Pell Grants

was mandatory, annual appropriations from Congress would be non-discretionary

at the levels provided in the law as long as the law remained on the books. This

would also make the funding of the program much more secure and predictable,
thereby signaling to potential low-income students that funds for their higher edu-

cation will in fact be available.21

Those disconnected youth who succeed in finding their way into postsecondary

education usually do so with the help of HEA financial assistance as well as their

own earnings. However, as these students work, their eligibility for student aid
decreases when their income increases. This "work penalty" is one aspect of feder-

al student financial aid that does not well serve the needs of working students.
Congress should review the need analysis system to enable it to more effectively

serve students who must balance work and school.22

While grants are the best form of financial aid for low-income students, loans have
become the largest source of financial aid from HEA, providing $40 billion in the

2002-2003 school year.23 The annual loan limits, especially for first-year students,

have not kept pace with increases in higher education prices. The annual loan limit
for first-year independent students is $6,625, and for first-year dependent stu-
dents $2,625. These annual limits were established in 1986. The annual loan limit

for first-year dependent students, $2,625, is also virtually unchanged from the

$2,500 level at which it was set in 1972, 3o years ago. Average tuition and fees in

public four-year, public two-year, and private four-year institutions increased by

about 30o percent between 1986-87 and 2001-02, while the annual loan limits for
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first-year students increased by zero percent. Since 1972-73, average tuition and

fees have increased in excess of 90o percent.24 Therefore, Congress should con-

sider significant increases in loan limits, particularly for first-year students.

In addition to financing access to higher education, HEA also funds outreach pro-

grams to link disconnected youth to preparation for postsecondary education and
to appropriate postsecondary educational opportunities. The most important of

these programs is Talent Search, which aims "to identify qualified youths with

potential for education at the postsecondary level and to encourage such youths

to complete secondary school and to undertake a program of postsecondary

education."25 Talent Search programs provide a spectrum of services, including

assistance in secondary school reentry, entry to GED programs, assistance in com-

pleting college admission and financial aid applications, personal and career

counseling, and academic tutorials. Many Talent Search programs are conducted

by community-based organizations, such as Kentuckiana Metroversity in Louisville,

Kentucky; The Boys and Girls Clubs of Greater Ft. Worth, Texas; and Harlem Center

for Education in New York.26 More than 300,000 persons are served in 361Talent

Search programs.27 Educational Opportunity Centers are also authorized by HEA,

and they provide similar services to Talent Search Programs at 82 Centers, which

serve more than 15o,000 persons. However, it is estimated that the Talent Search

programs and Educational Opportunity Centers reach only about io percent of

those eligible for services.28 Reaching more of those in need of services, including

disconnected youth, is an appropriations rather than a reauthorization issue.
However, a well-developed program model and infrastructure exists in HEA.

Revise Policies That Restrict Access to Disconnected Youth

One feature of HEA discourages institutions of higher education from serving

disconnected youth and other high-risk low-income populations. Student loan
defaults are primarily measured in HEA by the cohort default rate, the percentage

of borrowers who enter repayment in a fiscal year and default by the end of the

next fiscal year. Institutions of higher education with cohort default rates of 25

percent or more for three consecutive years are excluded from HEA student finan-

cial aid programs. Coming from a low-income background and being unemployed

are crucial factors that raise the likelihood that a borrower will default.29 Given

the inadequacy of grant assistance, many students from these high-risk back-

grounds must borrow to pay the costs of higher education, but institutions of
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higher education have a disincentive to serve these populations, including discon-

nected youth, lest they put at risk their eligibility to participate in the student aid
programs. Congress should consider alternative measures to determine institution-

al eligibility that do not discourage the enrollment of disconnected youth and

other low-income students.

Sixty-five percent of disconnected youth lack a high school diploma or its equiva-

lent.3° They are not necessarily excluded from access to financial aid to attend col-

lege, however. HEA provides an alternative route to eligibility for financial aid to

persons who are not high school graduates. They are eligible if they can achieve a

score specified by the Secretary of Education on an independently administered

examination demonstrating that they "can benefit from the education or training

being offered."31 This alternative route to student aid eligibility can be of particular

use to disconnected youth, many of whom are not high school graduates. The

National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA) has recom-

mended that, in addition, persons who have completed at least six units of college
courses that are applicable toward a degree or certificate with a grade of C or bet-

ter be deemed to have the ability to benefit from higher education. NASFAA notes
that recent research indicates "that students who do not have a high school diplo-

ma or its equivalent but who pass at least six units of college courses have grades

and retention rates that are equal to or higher than students with high school

diplomas."32 Congress should consider enacting this provision to provide yet

another appropriate avenue into postsecondary education for those lacking a high

school diploma.

Thirty percent of disconnected males are incarcerated.33 Numerous studies have

shown that prisoner participation in postsecondary education provides skills that

help them succeed outside of prison, substantially reduces recidivism rates, and is
a significant deterrent to future crime. Prior to 1994, postsecondary institutions,

including a number of community colleges and proprietary schools, offered pro-

grams for prisoners. The prisoners paid the tuition and fees and purchased books

and supplies with Pell Grants for which they qualified as low-income individuals.
The Violent Crime Control Act of 1994 amended HEA to deny Pell Grant eligibility

"to any individual who is incarcerated in any Federal or State penal institution."34

This resulted in a substantial narrowing of the postsecondary educational
opportunities available to prisoners, including those who are disconnected youth.

Congress should consider restoring Pell Grant eligibility for prisoners.
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Another HEA provision that probably has a disproportionate impact on disconnect-

ed youth is the "Suspension of Eligibility for Drug-Related Offenses," enacted in

1998.35 Depending on whether the drug offense is possession or sale and whether

it is a first, second, or third offense, eligibility for financial aid is denied for either
one or two years or indefinitely. This provision is a short-sighted and unfair penalty
levied on those who have already paid the penalty imposed by the criminal justice

system. It is estimated that at least 75,00o applicants have been denied federal

student aid by this provision, in addition to the persons who were discouraged
from applying because of the existence of the ban.36 Congress should consider

repealing this provision.37

Expand and Improve Child Care for HEA Recipients

Thirty-seven percent of disconnected female youth live with one or more of their

minor children.38 The availability of child care is clearly critical for this subpopula-

tion of disconnected youth to have access to higher education. Four provisions of

HEA deal with providing child care to low-income students and to improving the

quality of child care.

First, HEA has long included in determining a student's cost of attendance "an

allowance based on actual expenses incurred for dependent care."39 This means

that funds from HEA student aid programs can be used to pay for dependent care

for periods that include "class-time, study-time, field work, internships and com-

muting time."4°

Second, the Child Care Access Means Parents in School (CHAMPS) program author-

izes four-year grants to institutions of higher education "to support the participa-

tion of low-income parents in postsecondary education through provision of cam-
pus-based child care services."41 Institutions can use the funds "to support or

establish a campus-based child care program primarily serving the needs of low-

income students enrolled at the institution ... [and] ... to provide before and after

school services to the extent necessary to enable low-income students enrolled at

the institution of higher education to pursue postsecondary education."42 In FYs

2001 and 2002, $25 million was appropriated for the program; however, program

funding was reduced to $16.2 million in FY 2003. This program clearly has the

potential to expand the availability of child care for disconnected youth who
become students. Congress should consider extending and expanding this pro-

gram, with particular attention to making it easier for colleges and universities to
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access all of the available funds. While there are other funds available for child

care, notably the Child Care and Development Block Grant (CCDBG), these funds

only serve one of seven eligible children.43 States have flexibility under federal

CCDBG law to set the specific requirements for eligibility for child care assistance,

and a number of states do not allow TANF-receiving (seven states) or low-income

families (five states) to receive child care assistance to attend college. Among

states that do allow child care assistance for college, many have other restrictions,

such as a required number of work hours in addition to school or a time limit on

how long families may use child care assistance and attend college.44 As states

have encountered growing fiscal crises in recent years, some have indicated that

families who need child care to attend college are less prioritized than working
families.45

Third, the Federal Work-Study program includes a requirement that the institution

of higher education administering the program "use at least 7 percent of the total

amount of funds granted to such institution ... to compensate students employed
in community service."46 Contained in the definition of "community service" is

"child care (including child care services provided on campus that are open and

accessible to the community)."47 This definition has been construed to prohibit
community service employment by work-study students in child care facilities that

serve only the students and employees of the institution of higher education.
NASFAA recommends that this limitation in meeting the 7 percent community serv-

ice requirement be eliminated.° The result would likely be an expansion of cam-

pus-based child care services for students, including disconnected youth who

become students. Congress should consider adopting this recommendation.

Fourth, the "Loan Forgiveness for Child Care Providers" provisions of HEA are

intended "to bring more highly trained individuals into the early child care profes-

sion; and ... to keep more highly trained child care providers in the early child care

field for longer periods of time."49 To attain these objectives, cancellation of up
to loo percent of Stafford and Direct Loans is offered over five years to those

employed in child care facilities in low-income communities.5° If this loan cancel-

lation were broadly available, it could significantly expand the availability and the
quality of child care in low-income communities, including child care for discon-

nected youth who want to pursue education, training, or employment. Unfortu-
nately, the provisions, as written, cannot deliver on their promise. As a discre-

tionary program, loan forgiveness provisions received an appropriation of only $1
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million in FY 2002, far too little to substantially affect the supply or the quality of
child care personnel. More importantly, current law provides that funds be award-

ed to those eligible for loan forgiveness "on a first-come, first-served basis and
subject to the availability of appropriations."51 Thus, there is no rational basis for a

student to pursue a program of study in early childhood education or to plan a

career as a child care provider in anticipation of having his or her loans cancelled.

There is no certainty or guarantee that the loans will, in fact, be cancelled. This

provision can only have its intended effect if the loan cancellation benefits are an

entitlement like other benefits in the student loan programs, such as the in-school
interest subsidy for low-income students and the payment for defaults. With enti-

tlement funding, a student who modified his or her course of study or career plans

to take advantage of loan cancellation would be assured that the cancellation

would be a reality and not an empty promise.

Revise Polices Related to Disconnected Youth Who Are Foreign-Born

Twelve percent of disconnected youth are foreign born.52 Presumably, many of

these youth are non-citizens or undocumented. HEA denies student financial aid to

those who are not citizens or otherwise "in the United States for other than a tem-

porary purpose with the intention of becoming a citizen or permanent resident."53
By federal law, undocumented children cannot be excluded from public elemen-

tary and secondary schools.54 However, denying these same persons access to

federal student financial aid effectively excludes many of them from postsec-

ondary education and diminishes their capacity to be contributors to this country.

H.R. 1582, introduced in the 107th Congress, would allow undocumented youth

who entered the United States before age 16 and who lived in the country for at

least five consecutive years before age 25 to be granted permanent resident sta-

tus, which would make them eligible for student financial assistance through HEA
programs. The requirements of H.R. 1582 would limit its benefits primarily to youth

who were brought to this country as children by their parents and who were there-
fore not themselves willful violators of U.S. immigration laws. In addition, these
requirements would seem to ensure that those who benefited had a significant

attachment to the U.S. and a high likelihood of remaining in the country perma-
nently. Congress should consider adopting the conditions specified in H.R. 1582

for purposes of student eligibility for HEA financial aid programs.
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Summary of Recommendations
Funding

The single most important policy that Congress should consider in reauthorizing
HEA is to provide adequate levels of financial aid to disconnected youth who want

to attend postsecondary education:

Congress should substantially increase the maximum Pell Grant to

eliminate the unmet need faced by low-income students and to

restore the Pell Grant's purchasing power.

Congress should ensure the funding for the Pell Grant at the level

specified in the law by making the program non-discretionary.

Congress should significantly increase loan limits, particularly for

first-year students.

[a Congress should increase appropriations for the Talent Search pro-

grams and Educational Opportunity Centers, which currently reach

only about io percent of those eligible for services.

Access ( 39

In order to improve access by disconnected youth:

Congress should adopt alternative measures to determine institu-

tional eligibility that do not discourage the enrollment of disconnect-
ed youth and other low-income studentsrather than relying solely
on student loan default rates.

IM Congress should enact a provision, recommended by the National

Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (NASFAA), that

persons who have completed at least six units of college courses

that are applicable toward a degree or certificate with a grade of C

or better be deemed to have the ability to benefit from higher

education.

Congress should restore Pell Grant eligibility for prisoners.

Congress should repeal the "Suspension of Eligibility for Drug-

Related Offenses" provisions enacted in 1998.

Congress should adopt the provisions of H.R. 1582, introduced in the

107th Congress, which would allow undocumented youth who

entered the United States before age 16 and who lived in the country
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for at least five consecutive years before age 25 to be granted perma-

nent resident status, which would make them eligible for student

financial assistance through HEA programs.

Child Care

Three provisions of HEA deal with providing child care to low-income students and

to improving the quality of child care should be addressed:

rj Congress should extend and expand the Child Care Access Means

Parents in School program, which authorizes four-year grants to insti-

tutions of higher education "to support the participation of low-
income parents in postsecondary education through provision of

campus-based child care services."

Congress should adopt the NASFAA recommendation that limitations

in the Federal Work-Study program on using funds for employment

by work-study students in on-campus child care facilities be

eliminated.

Congress should modify the "Loan Forgiveness for Child Care

Providers" provisions so that the loan cancellation benefits are an

entitlement like other benefits in the student loan programs.

Conclusion
Postsecondary education is the best pathway for at-risk and disconnected youth to

reach successful and self-sufficient adulthood. In the reauthorization of HEA, Congress

has the opportunity to put the dream of quality education and training within the

reach of these youth by expanding HEA programs through increased funding, revising

current policies that restrict access for disconnected youth, and expanding and

improving child care for HEA recipients.
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Overview
The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) is a law that supports education

and related services for children and youth with disabilities in two ways. First, IDEA is

a civil rights law that guarantees to students with disabilities the right to a public

school education in (to the greatest extent possible) an integrated setting with stu-

dents without disabilities.1 Second, IDEA is a federal grant program, providing approxi-

mately $10 billion in FY 2003 to states and localities to fund education and related
services for children and youth with disabilities. Over $9 billion of IDEA's overall fund-

ing is distributed on a formula basis for services to children and youth ages 3-21 in

public and private schools.2

In 197o, before IDEA was enacted, more than one million students with disabilities

were excluded from public schools, and another 3.5 million did not receive appropri-

ate services.3 Today over six million studentsvirtually all those identified with a dis-
ability who have not dropped out of schoolreceive special education services. And

now the great majority of children and youth with disabilities are educated in regular

schools with non-disabled students.4

Disconnected youth are those who are out of school and out of work for a sustained

period and are without ready access to social and family supports. Many of the youth

served by IDEA are at risk of becoming disconnected because the education outcomes

for youth with disabilities are far worse than those of their peers. For instance, youth
with disabilities are twice as likely to drop out of schools and half as likely to enroll in
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postsecondary institutions as youth without disabilities.6 The risk of disconnection is

particularly acute for youth with emotional disturbance and learning disabilities, many
of whom have not mastered basic literacy skills. Not surprisingly, a sizeable portion of

severely disconnected youth (those who are socially isolated and face major barriers

to connecting to the labor force) have disabilitiesan estimated 17 percent of male
youth and io percent of female youth/ The effects of this disconnection persist into
adulthood: the recent President's Commission on Excellence in Special Education

reported that only 31 percent of adults with disabilities ages 21 through 64 are

employed and that adults with disabilities earn significantly less than adults without

disabilities.8

Therefore, IDEA has a critical role to play in improving the prospects of disconnected

youth and those at risk of becoming disconnected, as its first purpose posits: "to
ensure that all children with disabilities [through age 21] have available to them a free

appropriate public education that emphasizes special education and related services

designed to ... prepare them for employment and independent living" [emphasis
added].9 An important mechanism for achieving this purpose is early identification of
children with disabilities and quick interventionsomething that IDEA has increasing-
ly been criticized for not emphasizing for elementary school children who have emo-

tional problems or learning disabilities.

However, beyond improving early identification, opportunities exist for improving IDEA

services to certain at-risk populations, particularly youth with difficulty reading, youth
with emotional and behavior problems, and minority youth. In addition, more could

be done to ease the transition that youth make from special education into postsec-
ondary education or employment, both by improving IDEA services and coordinating

with other available programs. Finally, youth with disabilities who are school dropouts

are a population that has generally not been served by IDEA.

This chapter describes IDEA generally, focuses particularly on connections between

IDEA and disconnected youth and youth at-risk of becoming disconnected, and offers

reauthorization recommendations for improving IDEA for these youth. As of the publi-

cation of this report, the House of Representatives has passed an IDEA reauthorization

measure. On June 25, 2003 (just as this report went to press), the Senate Health,

Education, Labor, and Pensions Committee passed a reauthorization bill, S. 1248.10
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IDEA was initially enacted as the Education for All Handicapped Children Act in 1975. It

was amended significantly in 1997, and its appropriations more than doubled in the

late 199os. These federal funds, along with state and local dollars, support special

education services in virtually every public school; these funds are usually adminis-

tered by a state department of education's office of special education through a uni-
fied special education program. It is estimated that $35 to $6o billion is spent annual-
ly on special education in the U.S. from federal, state, and local funds.11

The IDEA statute is composed of Parts A through D. Part A contains general provisions,

including IDEA's findings and purposes; Part B lays out the civil rights protections for

students ages 3 to 21 with disabilities and details the requirements for the use of IDEA
funds to serve students with disabilities; Part C funds early intervention services for

infants and toddlers with disabilities or developmental delays or (at state option) for

those who are at risk of developing disabilities; and Part D provides funding to states
for infrastructure improvements, including teacher training.12 This paper will focus

largely on IDEA's Part B.

Under IDEA's Part B, states receive grants to assist them in providing special educa-

tion and related services to students ages 3 to 21;13 In the 2001-2002 school year, 5.9

million children aged 6-21 received special education and related services through

IDEA.14 That year, the five largest categories of students identified with disabilities

served by IDEA were: specific learning disabled (almost half of all children served),

speech or language impairments, mental retardation, emotional disturbance, and

other health impairments.15

Although districts and schools have considerable flexibility in spending IDEA funds,
there are civil rights requirements to which they must adhere to assure that each stu-

dent with a disability (including students who have been suspended or expelled from
school) receives a free appropriate public education (commonly referred to as FAPE).16

The education must be provided in a way that adequately meets the student's needs

in the least restrictive environmentone in which children without disabilities are also
educated.17 In practice, least restrictive environments can range from a general educa-

tion classroom to a resource room to a separate school.

Under IDEA, schools have an obligation to develop an Individualized Education

Program (IEP) for students receiving services under Part 8;18 the IEP specifies the goals

and objectives set for the student and the education and related services that will be
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provided to meet these goals.19 Students with disabilities are educated and supported

in numerous ways, depending on the nature of their disability, their age, and the con-

tents of their IEP. For instance, from age 14 on, IEPs must include an annually updated

statement of the postsecondary transition needs of youth with disabilities.20

IDEA was significantly modified in 1997. The changes aligned IDEA with the standards-

based framework for education established in 1994 federal legislation: Goals 2000

and amendments to Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA).

Title I is a source of federal funds for local education agencies to improve instruction

in high-poverty schools.

The 1997 amendments included new provisions designed to enhance the integration

of students with disabilities into general education and to increase parental participa-
tion in the evaluation and IEP processes. Of particular import for youth were enhance-

ments to the postsecondary transition planning process (i.e., starting the planning

earlier). In addition, the amendments changed IDEA's discipline procedures. Schools

were given greater authority to remove students with disabilities from the classroom

for serious violations of school rules but were also required to review whether a disci-

plinary violation was the result of the student's disability and whether appropriate
services had been provided to the student.

The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB Act), which reauthorized Title I and other

programs, significantly stiffened accountability and assessment procedures and

teacher quality requirements for all districts and schools in ways that directly affect stu-

dents with disabilities. Schools and districts are expected to meet and report yearly

progress targets in achievement for all students, including those with disabilities, and

all students must ultimately be taught in core subjects by highly qualified teachers.21

How Is IDEA Related to Disconnected Youth?
IDEA relates to disconnected youth and youth at risk of becoming disconnected in sev-

eral ways. It provides education and related services to youth with disabilities for as
long as they participate in the system of public education. These youth may be in reg-

ular schools, alternative or charter schools, or private schools for which public school

districts pay the cost. IDEA also provides education and related services to children,

which, if effective, can prevent many youth from becoming disconnected.

In 2001-2002, about 3.1 million adolescents aged 12-21 were in special education.22

The number receiving services does not include numerous disconnected youth with
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disabilities who have dropped out of school and have not returnedalthough schools
are responsible for identifying these youth under IDEA requirements, referred to as

Child Find obligations. Also, some incarcerated youth are not included because

schools are not required to provide a "free, appropriate public education" to children

and youth who are incarcerated in adult facilities and have not had an IEP or were not

identified as having a disability before their incarceration.23 Many disconnected young

people who are no longer in school may at one time have participated in special edu-
cation programs. Others may never have been identified as having a disability and

consequently got no special services while in school.

Youth with Disabilities in School

IDEA supports education and related services for the following major groups of young

people at risk of becoming disconnected, yet still connected with schools.

Youth with Learning Disabilities

Children with a "specific learning disability" account for nearly half of the roughly 6
million children (ages 6-21) in special education.24 Over the last decade, the greatest

growth in the category of children with specific learning disabilities has been among
students between the ages of 12 and 17.25 The Presidential Commission on Excellence

in Special Education stated that approximately 8o percent of the children and youth

with learning disabilities have not learned or been taught how to read adequately. The
majority of children who are poor readers at age nine or older continue to have read-

ing difficulties into adulthood; even the best, most intensive programs do not com-

pletely address reading shortcomings of older students.26

Under IDEA, "specific learning disability" relates to disorders that impact on speaking,

listening, writing, reading, or math skills.27 To establish that a problem is a disorder,

and not simply a lack of skills, IDEA's regulations require a finding of "severe discrep-

ancy" between capacity and performance.28 Further, even when a severe discrepancy

is found, if it is the result of inadequate instruction, economic or cultural disadvan-
tage, or emotional disturbance, then the child is not considered to have a "specific
learning disability" and cannot receive IDEA-funded services for that condition.29 The

definition of "specific learning disability" has gained attention because some contend

that it has led to under-inclusion of African American students in special education. In

part, this may occur because of the exclusions described above or because the

"severe discrepancy" test may inadequately identify learning-disabled African

American students. States often use IQ tests to measure severe discrepancy.3° The

pending House IDEA reauthorization would establish that local educational agencies
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are not required to use the severe discrepancy test in evaluating whether or not a stu-

dent has a specific learning disability.31

Not all children with low literacy have learning disabilities. Whether a child with low

literacy has a learning disability or instead suffers an instructional deficit determines
which funding streams can help the child. Most IDEA Part B funds are required to be

used for children and youth who have been identified as having disabilitiesnot
those who are at risk of developing disabilities. (In contrast, IDEA Part C funds can be

used for services to infants and toddlers who are at risk of developmental delay, and a
set-aside for state-level administration activities within Part B can be used for differ-

ent purposes.) Despite these limitations, some special education experts are propos-
ing that IDEA funds be expended together with Title I and Reading First32 on grades

one and two "pre-referral" reading programs and teacher training in reading.33 A provi-

sion in the pending House reauthorization legislation would give local education
agencies the option to spend up to 15 percent of their IDEA funds on these types of

programs.34 Other experts are concerned that tapping IDEA Part B funds for children

who do not have disabilities is problematic because funding is currently inadequate to
serve those children and youth who have been identified as having disabilities.

Youth with Emotional and Behavioral Problems

Experts believe that a growing proportion of young people have mental health prob-

lems, with such problems particularly prevalent among the population of young moth-

ers and juvenile offenders.35 About 5o percent of students identified with an emotion-
al disturbance drop out of school, the lowest completion rate for all categories of dis-

ability; an unknown number with mental health problems are never identified.36 With

the expansion of "zero tolerance" policies for school-rule violations, increasing num-
bers of youth with behavior problems (often triggered by poor early instruction and

falling behind in literacy skills) are being "pushed out" of regular schools,37 though

not necessarily out of educational services.38 Many students with IEPs end up in alter-

native schools where they are still entitled to a "free, appropriate public education"
supported with IDEA dollars. However, this creates two concerns. First, current law

specifies IDEA funds may be used by "charter schools" but does not enumerate the

other kinds of public alternative schools that are eligible to receive IDEA funds.

Second, some people fear that alternative schools (including charter schools) are

not fully accessing IDEA funds for the special education services they provide to IDEA-

eligible youth. Educators are increasingly interested in identifying the extent to which

the latter is a problem and understanding more precisely why it is occurring.39
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IDEA guarantees that children and youth with disabilities who are suspended or

expelled for committing disciplinary violations are still entitled to a "free, appropriate
public education," sometimes in alternative settings. The so-called "stay put" provi-

sion generally prohibits changing a disabled student's classroom placement4° without
both a recommendation from the IEP committee and the parents' consent while any

appeal is underway.° (An exception to the "stay put" provision added in 1997 occurs

in instances where the student brings a weapon to school or commits a drug offense).

Under the "stay put" provision, the IEP team must determine whether the violation
resulted from the student's disability and must address the issue through a behav-

ioral intervention plan.

The IDEA reauthorization legislation approved by the House Education and Workforce

Committee in April 2003, would expand a school's authority to move a student to an

alternative setting for up to 45 days (with extensions possible) for any violation (not
just those related to drugs and weapons) of a code of student conduct. Further, the

measure does not require consideration of whether the violation stems from the stu-

dent's disability. The provision would establish that a student must continue to
receive educational services, including behavioral intervention services, in an alterna-

tive setting.42

Minority Youth

Disproportionate enrollment of minority youth in special education can refer to over-
representation or under-representation. African American students are about three

times as likely as white students to be over-represented in the mental retardation cat-

egory and two times as likely to be over-represented in the emotional disturbance cat-
egory. African American students with disabilities graduate at a much lower rate (44

percent) than white students with disabilities (64 percent).43 In addition, as men-
tioned earlier, African Americans are under-represented in the "specific learning dis-

ability" category. Native Americans are somewhat over-represented in special educa-

tion. Latino and Asian American students are sometimes under-represented, depend-

ing on the category of disability.

Research and federal surveys demonstrate that minority and low-income students

receive lower quality special education services in large part because of their concen-

tration in high-poverty urban, rural, and suburban schools and districts.44 Minority

students are also more likely to receive services in segregated settings. African

American students with emotional disturbance receive many fewer hours of counsel-

ing and related services than white students with emotional disturbance.45
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Since 1997, IDEA has required states to consider whether there is any disproportionate

minority student identification or placement. States are authorized to make revisions

in their local education policies and procedures where problems are found. They are

not required to report on disproportionate school dropout rates, however.

Youth Transitioning from Special Education to Postsecondary Education
or Employment

Once students leave IDEA, they often face programs or employers that do not provide

the kinds of services the students received under IDEA.° Therefore, IDEA requires stu-

dents, parents, schools, and other public agencies to work together to plan the transi-
tion of youth from secondary school to postsecondary school or employment. These

requirements were strengthened in the 1997 amendments. Nearly all states, however,

have failed to ensure compliance with transition rules, according to an analysis by the

National Council on Disability.47 The recent President's Commission on Excellence in

Special Education found IDEA and its regulations confusing in their guidance to edu-

cators and parents about transition.

In 1997, Congress required schools to develop transition plans and the supports nec-

essary to achieve these plans for youth starting at age 14 (or younger if necessary).48

This provision added to the existing requirement that, at age 16, each student, togeth-
er with his or her IEP team, must incorporate a "statement of needed transition servic-

es for the student, including, if appropriate, a statement of the interagency responsi-
bilities or any needed linkages."49

To facilitate interagency transition planning, the 1997 IDEA amendments allow local

educational agencies to set aside up to 5 percent of their funds for this purpose. (This

set-aside would be eliminated in the pending IDEA reauthorization legislation in the

House.) Regulations specifically require schools to invite representatives from any

agency "likely to be responsible for providing or paying for transition services" to par-
ticipate in the development of transition needs statements for students transitioning
out of school.5° The agencies often most relevant to IDEA students are Vocational

Rehabilitation, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), and Medicaid agencies.51 Despite

the language in IDEA allowing local educational agencies to use a portion of their

funding to facilitate interagency coordination, the results can fall far short of the

goals.

Language in the Rehabilitation Act, also up for reauthorization in the 108th Congress,

is not yet fully congruent with IDEA. The Rehabilitation Act authorizes the formula

grant programs of vocational rehabilitation, supported employment, independent liv-
ing, and client assistance for individuals with disabilities. While the Rehabilitation Act
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requires that state plans address transition services while IDEA youth are in school,

agencies too often shy away from actually providing these services. Instead, these

agencies often wait until IDEA students have left school. In part, this happens
because other provisions in the Rehabilitation Act can discourage investment in tran-

sition services for IDEA youth. For example, one provision rewards agencies for suc-

cessful job placements. Therefore, agencies might find it more advantageous to target

easier-to-place adults than IDEA youth. While none of these Rehabilitation Act provi-

sions preclude transition services to IDEA students, neither do they serve as incen-

tives to provide such services.52

The Social Security Administration (SSA) is also implementing a new initiative, Ticket

to Work, which has the potential to provide employment-related services and to influ-
ence transitions for 18-year-old SSI recipients. Under Ticket to Work, an SSI recipient

can use his or her "ticket" to obtain vocational rehabilitation, employment, and other
support services from qualified providers participating in employment networks;
providers are paid based on successful employment outcomes.53 In addition, SSA has

placed staff in One-Stop customer service centers (operated by states under the

Workforce Investment Act [WIN) to help people with disabilities access training and
benefits. While there may be informal linkages in some states, there are few formal

statutory links between IDEA and Ticket to Work or WIA.

Youth with Disabilities Out of School

Youth with disabilities who are not in school are less likely to receive special educa-
tion and related services through IDEA. Under the law, school districts have a respon-

sibility to serve dropouts if they return to school. School districts are also required to
serve youth in the juvenile justice system or incarcerated in adult prisons if they previ-

ously had an IEP or were diagnosed with a disability (with some limitations for 18- to

21-year-olds in adult prisons).

Currently, IDEA requires a report on the extent of dropping out among students with

disabilities.54 However, the usefulness of this information will be diminished because

IDEA and NCLB Act rely on different definitions for "dropouts," making it difficult to

compare dropout rates between the two populations.55

Under the Child Find provisions of IDEA, states are expected to proactively reach out

to children and youth with disabilities. States are to ensure that "All children with dis-

abilities residing in the State ... who are in need of special education and related serv-

ices, are identified, located, and evaluated and a practical method is developed and

implemented to determine which children with disabilities are currently receiving
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needed special education and related services."56 This definition appears to encom-

pass children and youth ages three through 21. However, states tend to focus their

efforts on finding younger children with disabilities rather than youth.

The lack of school and district outreach services to school dropouts is a major IDEA

shortcoming. Many disconnected youth eventually want to change their situations and

become reconnected with mainstream institutions, including education. For discon-

nected youth with disabilities, the services and support available under IDEA could

help them accomplish this.

What are the Oppo unifies in IDEA
Reauthorization?
In the House, an IDEA reauthorization bill has passed; the Senate Health, Educa-

tion, Labor, and Pensions Committee approved a bill in late June. The House meas-

ure seeks to make significant changes to the current IDEA (Part B) program in a

range of areas, such as the alignment of IDEA and No Child Left Behind (NCLB) pro-

visions, IEPs, parental notice and due process rights, discipline, and "pre-referral"

to reading programs. While every element of the reauthorization has potential
import for youth, the IDEA opportunities listed below focuS on a set of issues that

directly relate to youth with disabilities who are disconnected or at risk of becom-

ing disconnected from school and their communities.

Child Find:

r] Explicitly recognize that youth under age 21 are part of the current

Child Find mandate so that states receive a federal "signal" to imple-

ment Child Find for older children as well.

Emphasize Child Find activities directed at those youth who have

dropped out of school and add provisions requiring counseling for

youth about the return to school.

Transition requirements:

Adopt congruent language in IDEA, the Perkins Act, the

Rehabilitation Act, and WIA regarding the planning and provision of

transition services for youth with disabilities from school to postsec-

ondary education or employment.
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El Consider new dedicated funding in IDEA to enhance transition serv-

ices for IDEA students, including the hiring of vocational rehabilita-
tion counselors to serve every high school, augmenting existing

Rehabilitation Act services, and establishing linkages to WIA.

Require the Secretary of Education to report to Congress within one

year recommendations regarding effective mechanisms for including

data on students with disabilities in the State Reports on Drop Out

currently required under NCLB.57

Supplement the requirement in the NCLB Act58 that states and dis-

tricts report achievement data of students with disabilities by requir-
ing disaggregation of this data by race, ethnicity, and English lan-

guage proficiency.

Require the Secretary of Education to (i) report to Congress on

model state programs and tools that are currently used in states to
track the post-high school education and employment outcomes for

all categories of high school graduates with disabilities through age

24, disaggregated by race, ethnicity, and language proficiency, and

(2) recommend how such tracking might be coordinated by a variety

of programs (e.g., WIA, the Rehabilitation Act) that reach youth with

disabilities.

Research-based training and curricula:

Require that the Secretary of Education undertake research and

demonstration programs aimed at developing more effective pro-

grams for youth with reading difficulties and disseminate findings

regarding promising approaches.

Disproportionate participation:

El Expand the current provision about review and revision of policies,

practices, and procedures related to disproportionate participation

by race by giving the Secretary of Education, not just the states, the

authority to review, and allow, as appropriate, the Secretary to

require the states to provide plans of corrective action.

Include in the consideration by the Secretary of Education and the

states not just disproportionate student identification and educa-
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tional placements but also school dropout levels that are dispropor-

tionate by race.

Alternative education settings:

El Identify explicitly that publicly funded alternative schools and twi-

light schools (along with charter schools that already are explicitly
referenced in current law) must receive IDEA funding for the special

education services that they provide.

Require the Secretary of Education to undertake a study of publicly

funded alternative education settings to better understand: (1) the

extent to which such institutions serve IDEA-eligible youth but do not

receive IDEA funding; (2) the reasons why such institutions do not

seek or do not receive IDEA funding; and (3) the technical assistance

needs of such institutions related to IDEA implementation.

Concluskm
Youth with disabilities are an important subgroup of disconnected youth in the United

States. IDEA has improved the educational opportunities for many youth by providing

them with services and requiring them to be integrated into general education curricu-

la to the greatest extent possible. However, most of the disconnected youth with dis-
abilities were likely inadequately served by general and special education programs in

the public schools they attended. IDEA must be strengthened with regard to children
and youth at risk of becoming disconnected because, if it is not, the nation will lose

the benefit of the talents of too many Americans with disabilities.
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By any measure of disconnectionwhether it be separation from family, absence from

school, or non-participation in the economyrunaway and homeless youth certainly
fall within its scope. The Runaway and Homeless Youth Act (RHYA) establishes and

authorizes funding for a set of programs that offer a range of supports to runaway and

homeless youth, including street-based outreach and education, youth and family
counseling, emergency shelter, transitional housing, and services such as, academic

and employment preparation, life skills training, and health care. Evidence from feder-
ally sponsored evaluations clearly indicates that participation in RHYA-funded services

makes a positive difference in the lives of the young people fortunate enough to par-
ticipate in them. Reauthorization of RHYA provides an opportunity for Congress not

only to reaffirm its support for this set of programs but also to strengthen them so that

they continue to address the challenges facing this vulnerable and underserved group

of disconnected youth.

This chapter describes the programs and activities authorized by RHYA, highlights the

intersection between RHYA and disconnected youth, and offers recommendations for

improving the Act during reauthorization.

As of the publication of this report, the House of Representatives had passed a RHYA

reauthorization measure; it is not yet clear when the Senate will begin its deliberations.
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What is the Runaway and orneless Youth Act?
RHYA1 establishes and authorizes funding for a set of programs targeted to young peo-

ple in runaway and homeless situations and the network of community-based, faith-

based, and public organizations supporting them. RHYA establishes three service pro-

grams and a set of support activities.

The Basic Center Program (BCP), authorized under Part A of the Act, provides funding

to public and nonprofit private entities to establish and operate local centers that pro-
vide services for runaway and homeless youth. Among the services provided through

RHYA-funded basic centers are safe and appropriate shelter; individual, family, and

group counseling; street-based services; home-based services for families with youth

at risk of separation from the family; and drug abuse education and prevention servic-

es. The maximum length of time a youth may reside in a basic center using federal

funds is 14 days. BCP services are available to youth 17 years of age and younger.2

BCP funds are awarded using both formula and competition mechanisms, with an

allotment of BCP funds to each state based on its relative population of individuals
under i8 years of age, and then competition used thereafter to distribute the state's
allotment among applicants seeking to operate basic centers. The FY 2003 BCP alloca-

tion is approximately $49.3 million. In 2002, 310 organizations received BCP funds.3

The Transitional Living Program (TLP), authorized under Part B of the Act, provides

funding to public and nonprofit private entities to establish and operate projects that
provide shelter and services designed to promote a transition to self-sufficient living
and to prevent long-term dependency on social services. Among the services provided

through RHYA-funded transitional living projects are shelter, information and counsel-
ing in basic life skills (e.g., money management, budgeting, consumer education, and

use of credit), interpersonal skill - building, educational achievement, job attainment

skills, and mental and physical health care. The maximum length of stay a youth may

reside in a transitional living project using federal funds is 18 months. TLP services are

available to youth from 16 through 21 years of age. TLP funds are awarded via national

competition. The FY 2003 TLP allocation is approximately $40.5 million. In 2002, 234

organizations received TLP funds.

The Street Outreach Program (SOP), authorized under Part E of the Act, provides fund-

ing to nonprofit entities to provide services to youth who have been subjected to, or

who are at risk of being subjected to, sexual abuse, prostitution, or sexual exploita-
tion. Among the services provided through RHYA-funded street outreach programs are
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identification and outreach; crisis intervention and counseling; information and refer-

ral to housing, transitional living, and health care; and advocacy, education and pre-

vention services related to alcohol and drug abuse, sexual exploitation, sexually
transmitted diseases, and physical and sexual assault. SOP services are available to

youth not more than 21 years of age. SOP funds are awarded via national competition.

The FY 2003 SOP appropriation is approximately $15.4 million. In 2002, 141 organiza-

tions received SOP funds.

The Act also authorizes appropriations for a set of activities that support runaway and

homeless youth and RHYA grantees, including a national communications system (i.e.,

National Runaway Switchboard) to assist runaway and homeless youth in communi-

cating with their families and with service providers (Part C); training and technical

assistance to grantees, applicants, and youth workers (Part D, Part F); research, evalu-

ation, demonstrations, and services (Part D); and grantee data collection and report-

ing, monitoring, and outcome and performance measurement (Part F). These activities

are funded via a reservation of not more than io percent of funds from the Runaway

and Homeless Youth consolidated appropriation.

The authorization of RHYA appropriations is structured as follows: appropriations for

the BCP, TLP, and support activities are consolidated into a single "Runaway and

Homeless Youth Consolidated Programs" account. The Act includes a formula for allo-

cating this single appropriation among the BCP, TLP, and support activities. The appro-

priation for the SOP is made to a separate "Runaway Youth Prevention" account. In FY

2003, Congress appropriated approximately $90 million to the runaway and homeless

youth consolidated account and approximately $15.4 million to the runaway preven-

tion account.

RHYA, first enacted in 1974 as a title within the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency

Prevention Act, was last reauthorized in 1999 in the Missing, Exploited, and Runaway

Children Protection Act.4 The authorization for RHYA programs expires at the end of

federal FY 2003.

How Is RHYA Related to Disconnected Youth?

Definitions and Prevalence

A homeless youth, as defined in RHYA, is an individual "not more than 21 years of age

... for whom it is not possible to live in a safe environment with a relative and who has
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no other safe alternative living arrangement."5 While RHYA itself does not define "run-

away youth," the Act's accompanying regulation defines such a person as an individ-

ual "under 18 years of age who absents himself or herself from home or place of legal

residence without the permission of parents or legal guardians."6 Neither the Act nor

its regulations define "throwaway youth," but that term is understood to be a young

person who is asked to leave home by a parent or another adult in the household and
is away overnight, or a young person who is away from home overnight and prevented

from returning home.7

Determining the number of youth who experience runaway or homeless situations is

difficult, given the temporary and often hidden nature of their living arrangements and

the absence of reliable methods for counting people experiencing residential instabili-
ty. Congress itself recognized this complexity, including a finding in RHYA that "the

exact nature of the problem [of running away and homelessness among youth] is not

well defined because national statistics on the size and profile of the runaway youth

population are not tabulated."8

That being said, efforts have been made to estimate the size of the runaway and

homeless youth population. Most recently, the U.S. Department of Justice estimated

( 56 that in 1999 nearly 1.7 million youth had a runaway/thrownaway episode.9 A 1995

study conducted for the federal government by the Research Triangle Institute report-

ed a far higher figurean estimated 2.8 million youth.1°

These and other studies of the prevalence of youth homelessness do not typically

include individuals 18 and older within their scope, thus highlighting the special diffi-
culty of determining how many such youth (i.e., between ages 18-24) experience

homelessness each year.

Runaway and Homeless Youth and Disconnection

Runaway and homeless youth are among the ranks of our nation's severely discon-

nected youth. Regardless of whether the "disconnection" is measured by separation

from family, absence from school, or non-participation in the economy, youth in run-

away and homeless situations typically meet all three conditions. For these young

people, their separation from societal institutions is accentuated by their lack of per-

manent housing, which is not only disruptive in and of itself, but also indicative of the

larger socioeconomic instability they are experiencing.
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Family Disconnection

Contrary to the images of runaways as children throwing temper tantrums or as wan-

derlust adventurers, such as portrayed by Norman Rockwell and Mark Twain, young

people absent from their homes or other legal places of residence often have left vol-

untarily or have been expelled against their will as a consequence of serious problems

in the home environment.n For example, a federally sponsored study of youth residing
in RHYA-funded basic centers reported that 47 percent of the youth indicated that

intense conflict with their parent or guardian was a major problem contributing to

their shelter use; 42 percent reported physical harm by a family or household mem-
ber; and 17 percent reported unwanted sexual behavior forced by a family or house-

hold member. The authors concluded that "[o]ne of the themes that emerged from ...

the study is the degree of conflict in youths' families. Youths were not just arguing
with their parents or guardians, but they were being beaten, sexually violated, and

thrown out of the house."12 Another federally sponsored study of homeless youth

revealed similarly distressing findings, including that 38 percent of them reported

family conflict as the main reason for leaving home. Sadly, 62 percent of youth said

that someone in their household let them know they were no longer wanted there.13

A second indicator of family disconnection among homeless youth is the extent of

their involvement with state custodial systems (i.e., child welfare, juvenile justice, and

mental health). The writers of an authoritative review of research on youth homeless-

ness summarized the literature as finding "that many homeless youth have repeated

contacts with public social service systems, many which occurred at very early ages....

Many homeless youth also report stays in psychiatric facilities and criminal justice
facilities."14 An additional study described the high proportion of runaway youth in

contact with state custodial institutions as evidence of family disruption.15

Homeless youth ages 18 and older may also experience violence in their home envi-

ronments, but their loss of housing is not explicitly ascribable to "child abuse and
neglect" because they are no longer minors and required to remain at home. The reali-

ty for these older youth is that they lack families who are economically or emotionally

prepared to provide support for their young adult children.

Youth aging out of the foster care system and being discharged from the juvenile jus-

tice system are at particular risk. States have diminished interest in supporting older
youth who are no longer entitled to custodial care due to their age. Even if homeless-
ness does not occur immediately upon discharge from state custody, the loss of a safe

and stable living arrangement may take place not long thereafter. For example, one
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study of youth aging out of foster care found that 12 percent of the young people had

spent at least some time homeless during the first year post-discharge.16 An earlier

study revealed that 25 percent of such youth were homeless at least one nighty A

survey of 285 Minnesota homeless youth (aged 18-21) reported that 38 percent had

been in a correctional facility prior to their homeless episode, and, of those, only 42

percent had exited into a stable housing situation.18

Clearly then, family violence, the absence of caring or economically prepared families,

and the lack of comprehensive surrogate state custodial systems contribute to the lit-
eral disconnection of the runaway and homeless youth population from the principal

institution in U.S. society that ensures protection and care for othersthe family.

School Disconnection

Many runaway and homeless youth experience educational challenges that precede

their residential instability. The authors of the youth homelessness literature review
cited above report that "jdonsistently, studies suggest that many homeless youth

have had interrupted or difficult school histories, and many are not currently attending
school."19 The latest federally sponsored evaluation of the BCP uncovered that 5o per-

cent of surveyed youth were not attending classes regularly in the 3o days prior to

accessing a basic center. Of these 5o percent, 3o percent were enrolled in school but

skipped most of their classes; 17 percent had dropped out; and 16 percent had been

expelled or suspended.2° The latest federally sponsored evaluation of the TLP report-

ed that 41 percent of homeless youth participating in the study had dropped out of

school before completing high school.21

These difficulties may be attributable to the inability of homeless youth to concentrate

on learning while living in high-stress family environments, hop-scotching from school
to school during the course of multiple custodial arrangements or family relocations,
and contending with the general conditions of poverty and violence that envelop the

communities in which some of the young people live.

Once they are homeless, youth experience great impediments to educational opportu-
nities. Among them are residency requirements (homeless young people may not be

able to "prove" residency in the school district in which they are temporarily living),
documentation requirements (homeless young people may not have ready access to

immunization and academic records necessary for enrollment), transportation difficul-
ties (homeless young people may have no means to travel to the school in which they

were enrolled prior to becoming homeless), and school fees.22 The school disconnec-

tion that results from these barriers contributes to social and emotional challenges,
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such as difficulty establishing connections to peer support systems and forming men-

toring relationships with teachers, further increasing the potential for academic fail-
ure. For unaccompanied youth, these obstacles are compounded by the absence of

parents and guardians necessary for providing childhood records, granting consent to

participate in school activities, and advocating on behalf of the educational rights of

the youth,23 as well as by a desire on the part of many of these youth to remain hid-

den from parents or state or local authorities. For homeless youth ages 18 and older,

difficulty in pursuing educational opportunities, including higher learning, is more a

result of extreme poverty, poor academic performance in earlier years, and their need

to prioritize survival tasks, such as securing daily food and shelter. This amalgamation
of thwarted learning opportunities limits meaningful participation of these youth in
economic life and inhibits their acquisition of life skills necessary for self-sufficiency.

Work Disconnection

Runaway and homeless youth fare no better on the economic front. For instance, 32

percent of surveyed youth receiving basic center services had worked part time, but

only 3 percent had worked full time, in the 3o days prior to entering the basic center.

Twelve percent reported drug dealing as a source of money to support themselves in

the 3o days prior to entering the basic center; 7 percent had panhandled; and 1 per-

cent had engaged in prostitution.24 Likewise, the federally sponsored study of older

homeless youth cited above revealed that only 31 percent of respondent youth were

working at the time of TLP intake.25

Some homeless youth may be too young to work legally. Others may not have yet

acquired the skills needed to secure employment. Some young people face barriers to

employment due to poor physical health, addiction, or mental illness. Still others may

be forced by their life circumstance and vulnerability to participate in the "street econ-

omy," selling sex or dealing drugs in exchange for cash. All of these youth obviously

struggle with earning income at levels necessary for meeting their most basic needs

for survival on their own.

RHYA as a Connection Intervention

Fortunately, RHYA programs are available to some runaway and homeless youth as an

intervention for addressing the disruptions that contribute to their perilous life circum-

stances. The most recent federally sponsored evaluations of the BCP26 and TLP,27 both

published in 1997, validated these programs' utility in restoring family connections

and ensuring the target populations' successful achievement of educational goals and

economic independence.
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With regard to family disconnection, the BCP evaluation reported that youth experi-

enced lessened rates of family conflict and parental physical abuse after leaving a

basic center. The TLP evaluation indicated that many youth were attempting to make

or maintain relationships with their families and that their participation in the transi-

tional living project had helped them better manage communication with their families.

In terms of school disconnection, the BCP evaluation found that participation by sur-

veyed youth in school had doubled six months after basic center services ended, com-

pared to the participation rate 3o days prior to accessing a basic center. The TLP eval-

uation found that the educational status of youth receiving TLP supports was signifi-

cantly better six months after entry, compared to homeless youth not participating in
a transitional living project. More participant youth were in school (45 percent) than

were comparison youth (3o percent). On an even brighter note, the proportion of par-

ticipant youth attending college was three times that of comparison youth.

Regarding employment outcomes, again the BCP and TLP studies indicated progress

for those young people who participate in RHYA-funded programs. The BCP evaluation

found that 61 percent of youth were working after leaving a basic center, compared to

only 37 percent working prior to entering the shelter. The TLP evaluation found that 6o

percent of youth receiving TLP supports were employed at least part-time, compared

to only 41 percent of homeless youth not participating in a transitional living project.

Evidence from these federally sponsored evaluations clearly indicates that participa-

tion in RHYA-funded services makes a positive difference in the lives of the young peo-

ple fortunate enough to participate in them.

What Are Some Opportunities
in RHYA Reauthorization?
A House hearing on reauthorization of RHYA was held in April and was quickly fol-

lowed by bi-partisan introduction of the Runaway, Homeless, and Missing Children

Protection Act (H.R. 1925). The Bush Administration cooperated in the develop-

ment of the legislation, which was passed by the House of Representatives on May

20, 2003.

Among its provisions, H.R. 1925:

Reauthorizes the runaway and homeless youth consolidated account

at $105 million in FY 2004 and at the "such sums as necessary" level

in each of FY 2005 through FY 2008.
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B2 Reauthorizes the runaway prevention account at the "such sums as

necessary" level in each of FY 2004 through FY 2008.

EZ Adjusts the formula for allocating the annual runaway and homeless

youth consolidated appropriation between BCP and TLP. BCP is

assigned 55 percent of the allocation and TLP assigned 45 percent,

compared to a 7o/3o split under current law. However, the legisla-

tion permits the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to

deviate up to io percent from the stated percentages when neces-

sary to ensure that continuation obligations under both programs

are met.

Requires the Secretary of HHS, in collaboration with the Interagency

Council on Homelessness, to develop within two years of enactment

a report on promising strategies to end youth homelessness.

El Requires basic centers and transitional living projects to coordinate

with school district homeless liaisons to ensure that youth partici-

pating in RHYA programs receive information about the services

available to them under federal homeless education law.

[D] Identifies maternity group homes as an explicit type of transitional

living project and provides a definition of such a living arrangement.

Requires HHS to evaluate the housing outcomes of TLP participants

12 to 18 months after their exit from the program.

Clarifies that basic centers may not shelter youth ages 18 and older.

Permits youth aged 16 participating in a TLP to remain in the pro-

gram until they reach age 18, an exception from the mandated 18-

month maximum length of stay.

Permits basic centers to exceed the specified 20-bed maximum

capacity if the center can demonstrate that an applicable state or
local facility licensure law requires it to provide a higher maximum.

Authorizes basic centers to make available, at the request of a

youth, testing for sexually transmitted diseases.

Prohibits the use of RHYA funds for needle or syringe distribution.

The fundamental reauthorization goals of youth advocates are to ensure that RHYA

programs are continued and that funding levels for them are increased. Advocates

contend that current funding levels are far too low to ensure supports for the thou-

sands of young people in need of crisis intervention, emergency shelter, and tran-
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sitional living services each year. While decisions about RHYA funding are settled

through the appropriations process, reauthorization does provide an opportunity

for Congress to reaffirm its support for RHYA programs generally and to establish

funding ceilings for the programs specifically. Under either scenario, advocates

have identified $150 million as their desired target funding level for RHYA pro-

grams in FY 2004, including $130 million for the runaway and homeless youth con-

solidated account and $20 million for the runaway prevention account.28 This $45

million increase over the FY 2003 level would ensure services for young people in

those major metropolitan areas and rural regions that still lack housing and servic-

es targeted to runaway and homeless youth, as well as enable an increased

number of youth to be served in those communities with existing programs. An
appropriations increase could also fill funding gaps that service providers are

facing as state and local governments reduce social services funding.29

Other proposals that do not substantially alter the purpose or framework of RHYA,

but rather provide helpful "technical" adjustments to the Act have been suggested

by youth advocates.3° These include:

TLP Length of StayIncrease the maximum length of time any youth

may stay in a TLP from 18 months to 24 months. This adjustment

would provide TLPs greater ability to provide more extensive sup-

ports to youth who are younger or who are facing multiple barriers to

connection.

Maximum BCP GrantIncrease the maximum award level for Basic

Center grantees from $200,000 to a higher level, in recognition of

the true cost of operating a basic center. The maximum grant award

level has not been increased since the law was first enacted in 1974.

Small State Minimum BCP AllotmentIncrease the minimum BCP
allotment for states with small youth populations from the current

$100,000 to at least $150,000 in recognition of the increased costs

of establishing a basic center network within even small states.

Territory BCP AllotmentIncrease the maximum BCP allotment for

U.S. territories from the current $40,000 to at least $100,000 in
recognition of the increased costs of establishing a basic center net-

work within a territory.

Federal Program CoordinationThe coordination section of the Act

could be strengthened by instructing HHS to ensure collaboration
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between RHYA programs and federal education, workforce develop-

ment, health services, public assistance, and other programs.

Study on Custodial System Discharge PoliciesThe research and
evaluation section of the statute could be strengthened by calling for

a study on the intersection between state custodial systems and

youth homelessness.

A matter pertaining to homeless youth that the Senate has addressed outside of
RHYA reauthorization relates to providing federal support for maternity group

homes through a new grant program. The version of the CARE Act passed by the

Senate on April 9, 2003 (S. 476) includes an authorization of funds (at the "such

sums as may be necessary" level in FY 2004) for maternity group homes.31The

authorization is inserted as a distinct purpose within the runaway and homeless
youth consolidated account. Its inclusion does not alter how the remainder of

appropriations made to the account are to be allocated among the other RHYA pro-

grams and activities also authorized therein. The Senate measure also authorizes

an evaluation of maternity group homes funded under RHYA.

Conclusion
RHYA plays an essential role in connecting (or reconnecting) youth to family, school,

and the economy. Reauthorization of the Act provides an opportunity for Congress to

reaffirm its support for the network of federally funded emergency shelters, transition-

al living projects, and street outreach teams that provide opportunities to young
people experiencing residential crisis and to strengthen such programs so that they

continue to address the numerous challenges facing this vulnerable and underserved

group of disconnected youth.
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Overview
The Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) federal welfare program is a $16.5

billion block grant to states. Historically, welfare provided cash grants for needy fami-
lies, and this continues under TANF; however, a primary goal of TANF is the employ-

ment of adult recipients. The block grant provides states considerable flexibility in

deciding both who receives services and what benefits and services are provided.

TANF expired in October 2002 and currently operates under a continuing resolution.

Reauthorization is now expected in 2003.

TANF can connect with disconnected youth in two broad ways. TANF can reach those

youth within its caseloadeither parenting youth receiving benefits themselves or
youth in families headed by adults receiving cash grants. In addition, TANF can offer

services to disconnected youth outside its caseload as long as the services meet a

TANF purpose and abide by other TANF requirements.

Recent research on TANF suggests that improvements to the program are necessary to

help disconnected youth. Studies have found that some TANF youth are worse off

when a parent participates in employment-related activities. In addition, minor teen
parents who receive TANF are subject to special requirements related to their educa-

tion and living arrangements; these requirements deserve to be revisited. Finally,

TANF spending should be examined to consider how the block grant can best support

activities related to disconnected youth. This chapter describes the TANF program gen-
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erally, discusses the possible connections between TANF and disconnected youth,

and offers reauthorization recommendations for improving TANF for disconnected

youth.

TANF expired in 2002 and operates under a continuing resolution. To date, in the 108th

Congress , the House has passed a reauthorization bill, and, in the Senate, committee

hearings have been held.

What Is Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families?
The nation's welfare program was revamped in 1996 with the enactment of TANF, a

$16.5 billion block grant that increased the welfare program's focus on recipient
employability. TANF limits families to 6o months of lifetime assistance, encourages

states to get adults into jobs quickly rather than invest in their education and training,
and places restrictions on federal aid to most legal immigrants.

States spend TANF on cash grants that range from $1.50 to $io per recipient per day.1

A state may also spend TANF funds on activities that meet one or more of the four pur-

poses of the law:

Provide assistance to needy families so that children may be cared for

at home or by relatives;

End dependence by needy parents on government benefits by promot-

ing work and marriage;

Reduce out-of-wedlock pregnancies; and

Encourage the formation and maintenance of two-parent families.

TANF funds may be spent not only on families receiving cash grants but also on fami-

lies who have left welfare and families who never have received welfare. In fact, in 44

states in 2001, more TANF funds were spent on services than on cash grants.2 States

determine the level of income-eligibility for cash grants and can set other eligibility

requirements for services funded by TANF.

How Is TANF Related to Disconnected Youth?
TANF directly reaches almost one million youth under age 20 in its caseloadof these
942,500 adolescents, about 122,000 (13 percent) are parents.3 The share of minor
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mothers who are welfare recipients is significantly lower under TANF than under the

prior welfare program. Before TANF, about 25 percent of minor mothers received wel-

fare; under TANF, only 5 percent of minor mothers are recipients.4

T F Teen Parents

Teen parents are an important focus for TANF. Earlier research found that about one-

half of teen mothers became welfare recipients within five years of becoming parents;

most received aid for two years, with many remaining on the welfare caseloads much

longer. Even teen parents who initially avoid welfare often find themselves as welfare
recipients later because they tend to have larger families over time.5 Larger families

tend to have higher rates of poverty than smaller families.

Under TANF, minor teen parents are subject to two eligibility requirements. One relates

to school/training participation. The other mandates that teen mothers reside in
approved living arrangements. While the intent of the these provisions is positiveto
ensure that teen mothers complete school and live under adult supervisiontheir
implementation has had unintended negative consequences. In addition to these two
requirements for minor parents, a third TANF provision places teen parentsusually

older teensin direct competition with adults for the few vocational education slots
that can count in state TANF programs.

School/training requirement. In order to be eligible for assistance with federal TANF
funds, an unmarried, minor, custodial parent must be "participating" in school or
approved training when her infant is 12 weeks of age or older. If the teen parent is par-

ticipating full time in school or training, the TANF 6o-month time limit generally does

not begin "ticking" until age 19. The rationale for encouraging school completion is

evident from dropout statistics for teen parents. Almost 6o percent of teens with a
school-age pregnancy drop out at some point between 8th and 12th grade, with more

than a one-quarter of these teen mothers dropping out before they were pregnant.6

The few evaluations of programs that sought to address teen parent education and

employability before TANF had disappointing findings: any initial improvement in par-

ticipation did not translate into lasting impacts on earnings, employment, or welfare
receipt.7 More recent research has shown limited positive outcomes for teen parents.

Ohio's program generally improved enrollment and attendance and increased the like-

lihood that in-school participants would earn a GED or high school diploma. It did not

show these effects, however, for those who had dropped out of school, and, at the
four-year follow-up, no employment or earnings impacts were evident for participants
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overall. In California, in contrast, the positive impact on graduation rates was greatest
among those teen parents who had dropped out of school (and had not been held

back a grade).8

States impose sanctions9 to ensure continued school/training participation by minor
parents (about eight states also offer financial bonuses for compliance).10 A CLASP

analysis found that teen parents appear to be sanctionedll at a higher rate than the
overall caseload in each of the five states that were able to provide such data.12

Sanctions can cause turbulence in families. This is significant because such turbu-

lence may lead to negative academic, emotional, and behavioral effects for children.13

Living arrangement rule. TANF prohibits a state from spending federal TANF funds on

assistance to an unmarried, minor, custodial parent unless the teen lives with a par-

ent, a legal guardian, an adult relative, or in a "second chance" home; states are able

to approve exceptions, such as when a minor parent is best off living independently to
avoid an abusive environment. The need for these exceptions reflects the high rates of

abuse among teen parents.14

However, it appears an unintended consequence of the living arrangement rule (in

combination with the school/training requirement) may be that some teens who are

not "living at home" cannot get TANF applications at local offices, often due to local
caseworker misunderstandings about the rules. For example, among 1,500 teen par-

ents surveyed in several neighborhoods of Atlanta, Boston, and Chicago, between 16

percent and 47 percent of those who sought TANF were told they were not eligible and

they did not even fill out an application.15 A survey of homeless youth found that a

few who did apply felt that the living arrangement rule led to placements that jeopard-

ized their well-being.16 Denying applications to teen parents who are eligible and in

need of assistance may jeopardize their efforts to complete their education and attain

economic stability through work.

Vocational education cap. Under TANF, older teen parents seeking education end up

competing with adult TANF recipients for the limited vocational education "slots" that

count towards the state's "participation rate." TANF requires states to ensure that at

least a certain percentage of recipients are participating in work activities, and states
can only satisfy 3o percent of this requirement by counting adults (including older

teen parents) participating in vocational training. This 3o percent cap is a disincentive

to allow people to engage in vocational education, and it puts teens and adults in

competition for limited education slots.
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While much attention has focused on young parents and welfare, the approximately

820,500 non-parenting teens who live in TANF families are, in many ways, the forgot-

ten children of welfare reform. No TANF provisions are explicitly directed towards these

teens, and, up until recently, there has been little known about them. A study con-

ducted in three cities found that adolescents whose mothers were receiving welfare

had significant needs: they had lower levels of cognitive achievement and higher lev-

els of behavioral and emotional problems than those whose mothers had left welfare

or had never received welfare.17

An underlying assumption of the TANF welfare program is that children and youth are

better off when their parents work. A recent study of low-income families (under 200 per-

cent of the federal poverty level) found few associationseither positive or negative
between adolescents' developmental status and their mothers' transitions into or out

of work or on and off welfare. While moves by mothers into employment were associ-

ated with somewhat diminished adolescent psychological distress and anxiety, the
study also suggested that more hours of work did not necessarily mean better mental

health. Adolescents whose mothers worked 40 hours or more appeared to benefit less

than those whose mothers worked fewer hours. Further, while this study may offer

some good news for low-income mothers in the workforce, it does not tell us anything

about the direct impact of welfare policy on adolescent well-being.18

There is limited research on how welfare work requirements for parents affect their

adolescents. In other words, do welfare requirements themselves cause a develop-

mental change in adolescents? Research now suggests that adolescents' school

achievement and progress have been negatively affected by parental participation in

welfare and employment programs, according to an MDRC analysis of eight experi-

mental evaluations.19 The most dramatic negative impact was among the students in

welfare families who had younger siblings; these youth experienced increased rates of
school dropout, school suspensions, grade repetition, and poorer school perform-

ance. (Outcomes for students without younger siblings were more mixeddeclines in
school performance along with lower rates of suspension.) Some researchers, includ-

ing ethnographers, have suggested that mothers may lean particularly on kids who

are the most reliable, giving them extra "adult" responsibilities, such as providing pri-
mary care for younger siblings, which in turn makes it harder for them to succeed.

These youth may become "adult" in other waysunsupervised adolescents may take
advantage of parental absence and become sexually active.2° In addition, teens in

families who have just left the TANF rolls are more likely to work more than 20 hours a
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week themselves, which is associated with lower academic achievement.21 Unfortu-

nately, not enough research exists to either fully identify or explain the effects of TANF

on youth.

Data also are lacking on how many youth in TANF families have other characteristics

that might land them in the category of "disconnected youth." For example, disability
often signals risk: nearly 7o percent of secondary students with disabilities came from

households with less than $25,000 in income. In addition, nearly 40 percent of youth

with disabilities drop out during high school or earlier, compared to a 25 percent
dropout rate for the general population.22 However, the number of youth with disabili-

ties within the TANF program is not known.

Youth Outside the T NF System

TANF essentially leaves to states the choice of whether and to what extent to spend

TANF funds on youth outside the welfare system. However, a number of states have

taken advantage of their flexible funding under TANF to develop programs for at-risk

youth generally. Often these programs seek to prevent school dropout and teen preg-

nancy, goals which are in keeping with the purposes of TANF. State TANF investments

in teen pregnancy prevention can take advantage of research that has pointed to a

variety of programs that successfully reduce sexual risk-taking and even reduce teen

pregnancies.23 According to a survey by the American Public Human Services

Association (APHSA), 46 states in 1999 used TANF funds for some type of teen preg-

nancy prevention or non-marital birth prevention initiative, ranging from after-school

services to media campaigns to teen support and education programs24 and including

projects targeting subsequent births by teen parents, particularly through support for

home-visiting programs.25

Some states have taken a broad approach to helping youth. In Illinois, the Teen

REACH (Responsibility, Education, Achievement, Caring, and Hope) Program uses a

comprehensive family assessment form for each new enrollee, so that families can be

linked to a variety of health and social services. In response to the increased caretak-

ing responsibilities taken on by many teens, Teen REACH recently expanded its pro-

gram so that participants could bring along their younger siblings.26 States can also

choose to address particular at-risk populations. For instance, since research has

shown that girls in foster care have higher rates of early pregnancy than other girls,27

a state might target TANF funds for prevention services to teens "aging out" of foster

care.
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TANF funds also present an opportunity for inter-agency collaboration. For example, in

Pennsylvania, TANF funds support a range of youth programming in Workforce

Investment Act (WIA) local workforce areas. About $15 million is provided annually to

Youth Councils, an amount roughly equivalent to one-half of the state WIA youth for-

mula allocation.28

What Are Some Opportunities in TANF
Reauthorization?
The experience with and research about TANF and youth suggest a variety of ways

in which reauthorization presents an opportunity to improve the program. The
opportunities relate both to those youth within TANF and those youth outside TANF

who benefit from TANF-funded services. Reauthorization of TANF was expected in

2002; the House of Representatives passed a bill, as did the Senate Finance

Committee, but no measure reached the Senate floor. In early 2003, the House

passed a measure (H.R. 4) supported by the Administration (which is nearly identi-

cal to the bill passed by the House in 2002). In the Senate, the Finance Committee

is anticipated to take up TANF reauthorization in the mid-summer.

TANF Teen Parents
71

The findings that the two minor parent rules may perversely keep needy young

families from applying for TANF and that vocational education rules pit older teen

parents against adults for "countable" slots suggest that a number of changes

should be made to TANF in reauthorization:

10 Require state plans to identify the unmet service and living arrange-

ment needs of teen parents.

Explicitly permit states to establish a transitional compliance period

for teen parents. This period would allow income-eligible minor par-

ents, such as school dropouts and homeless youth, time to transition
into meeting the school and living arrangement rules while receiving

TAN F.

Ensure that states consult with minor parents about their preferred liv-

ing arrangements and do a better job of helping them find safe alter-

native arrangements

Adequately fund "second chance" homes programs in other laws so

that minors are better able to meet the TANF living arrangement

requirement.
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Ig End restrictions on the ability of states to count vocational training

as a strategy for helping parents, including teen parents.

ta Commence the lifetime limit "clock" on TANF assistance for teen par-

ents who are completing education and training programs when they
turn age 20, rather than when they turn age 19.

ra Establish sanctions protections procedures that help teen parents
understand, avoid, and/or end sanctions.

Di Require the Secretary of Health and Human Services to conduct stud-

ies of teen parents to identify best practices related to teen parent

enrollment and tracking; the reasons eligible teen parents are not
receiving TANF assistance; and sanction policies and impact.

The House-passed bills have retained the status quo on teen parent provisions;

the 2002 Senate Finance bill provided for a "transitional compliance" period, as

well as studies on teen parents.

Other TANF Youth

Although io- to 14-year-olds in low-income families sometimes have lower anxiety

when their parents get jobs, the discovery that youth in TANF families are some-

times worse off even when their mothers are "success stories"should prompt
Congress to make some changes during reauthorization, including:

la Require state plans to establish goals and take action to meet the
developmental needs of low-income adolescents by providing oppor-

tunities for positive youth development activities, in keeping with
the Administration's original welfare proposal.29

Encourage states to develop TANF assessments and parental work

assignments that take into account the needs of adolescents in TANF

familiesfor example, when a parent's participation would leave an
adolescent who lives in a dangerous neighborhood unsupervised.

The 2002 Senate Finance bill took an important step in the right direction by

including a requirement that Individual Responsibility Plans be developed with
TANF families that "address the issue of child well-being and, when appropriate,

adolescent well-being, and that may include services such as domestic violence

counseling, mental health referrals, and parenting courses" [italics added].3° In

addition, more than 54 researchers, troubled by the new findings regarding TANF
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youth, have urged expanded child care and supervised after-school programs, as

well as the avoidance of long parental work schedules.31 The National Youth Law

Center has urged that the absence of supervision for minor youth should qualify as

"good cause" reason why a parent should not be required to participate in a man-

dated work activity and, under certain situations, should be the basis for exemp-
tions from work requirements.32

Youth Outside the TANF System

Under TANF, states may or may not spend funds on disconnected youth outside the

system, and there remains some uncertainty about precisely when states can

spend TANF funds on services for youth who are not otherwise receiving TANF

assistance. There are a number of ways Congress could enhance the likelihood

that TANF could reach disconnected youth:

LE Establish explicitly that TANF spending on youth development pro-

grams is an allowable expenditure. Advocated by the National

Collaboration for Youth,33 this provision would not require states to

make expenditures on disconnected youth; rather, it would simply
convey that such expenditures need not rest on tests related to the

current TANF purposes, such as those about family formation.

Change documentation requirements to enable programs that serve

non-TANF youth to avoid paperwork burdens, particularly collection

of individual income verification information.

Allow spending on teen pregnancy prevention programs as part of

any funds Congress sets aside for "marriage promotion." Establish

priority for funding of proven programs.34

In the 2002 deliberations, the Senate Finance Committee bill earmarked Si billion
in TANF funds for marriage activities over five years; funds could be spent on teen

pregnancy prevention, among other activities. The 2002 House measure would

have allocated $1.6 billion but would not explicitly allow funding for teen pregnan-
cy prevention; the 2003 House measure that passed in February provides $1.8 bil-

lion over six years and continues to be silent on teen pregnancy prevention as an

allowable activity.
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Conclusion
Congress has the opportunity to amend the 1996 welfare law to reflect new knowledge

about how the TANF program is affecting teen parents and other teen recipients. We

now know that the goals of schooling and supervised living arrangements for minor
parents are sometimes thwarted by misinterpretation of the rules. Congress needs to

send a signal that it does not want to shut the door on minors but instead wants
income-eligible teen parents in the TANF program and subject to its requirements.

Emerging research now indicates that some older TANF adolescents may be harmed

when their mothers go to work. Congress needs to encourage states to consider this

issue in their plans and to adapt work requirements of mothers accordingly. Finally,

Congress can take a set of steps to encourage TANF spending on preventing school

dropout, pregnancy, and childbearing among low-income adolescents, including

those who do not receive cash grants.
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Overview

t Act

The Workforce Investment Act of 1998 (WIA) substantially altered the federally funded

system for job training and other employment-related services for adults, dislocated

workers, and youth. WIA set forth a new vision for the delivery of workforce services

when it replaced the former Job Training Partnership Act ()TPA) system. WIA required

that each of nearly 600 local workforce areas develop a One-Stop delivery system with

a broad array of workforce services available to job seekers and employers. WIA also

made significant changes to the kinds of services delivered to adults, dislocated work-

ers, and youth.

The goal of WIA-funded youth services is to better prepare low-income youth who face

barriers to employment for postsecondary education and/or employment. As the
nation's labor force ages, youth increasingly represent a greater proportion of the

workforce. Yet, more than 4 million youth aged 16-24 are high school dropouts;1 oth-

ers lack basic workforce preparedness skills that can help them transition to employ-

ment. Over half of the employment losses in the recent economic downturn were

among youth 16-24, even though they comprised only 15 percent of the labor force.2

WIA's agenda for the reform of youth services and activities centers on the establish-

ment of local Youth Councils and the provision of comprehensive services based on

individual assessment.3 Moving beyond traditional employment and training, WIA-

funded services incorporate elements of youth development, such as leadership
skills, community service, and mentoring. As part of this service strategy shift, the Act
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eliminated a separate funding stream for summer jobs programs, consolidating funds

that had previously been earmarked for such programs into a single formula grant to

the states. The Act also called for increased emphasis on services for out-of-school

youth. All of these provisions were intended to lead to better outcomes than were

achieved under JTPA and to provide more meaningful pathways to postsecondary edu-

cation and success in the labor market for disconnected and at-risk youth. At the

same time, these structural changes were not accompanied by increased resources. In

fact, since 1985 there has been a 63 percent drop in federally funded youth employ-

ment services, measured in constant dollars!'

In the 108th Congress to date, a WIA reauthorization measure has passed in the U.S.

House of Representatives. The Senate is beginning deliberations.

What Are Key WIA Youth Provisions?
The two parts of WIA that most directly relate to youth are the youth formula grants

and WIA's dedicated funding for Youth Opportunity Grants.

Formula Grants

Funding. Since FY 2000, about $i billion per year has been distributed by formula to

the states, and 85 percent of those funds are, in turn, distributed to nearly 600 local
areas throughout the country. This youth formula grant marks a significant departure

from the youth funding structure under JTPA. During the last years under JTPA (1997-

1999), when roughly the same amount of funds were available, over 85 percent was

earmarked for summer jobs programs that served primarily in-school youth. While WIA

requires that summer jobs programs be included in local activities, no minimum

amount of funds must be allocated for them.

Eligibility. The Act was designed to serve low-income youth who face barriers to con-

tinued education and employment. To be eligible, a young person must be aged 14 to

215 and low-income6 and must have at least one of several listed barriers that include

being:

deficient in basic literacy skills;

a school dropout;

o homeless, a runaway, or a foster child;

pregnant or a parent;

an offender; and
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o an individual who requires additional assistance to complete an edu-

cation program, or to secure and hold employment.7

Older youth (ages 19-21) are also eligible for services as adults under WIA and may be

co-enrolled in both the youth and adult programs.

The Act also imposed a requirement to target at least 3o percent of formula funds to

out-of-school youth;8 no minimum must be spent on in-school youth. Youth who are

enrolled in any school or alternative education program at the time of registration are

not included in the definition of out-of-school youth. Under prior law, most partici-
pants were in-school youth because the summer jobs component of JTPA, which com-

prised the vast majority of the program, typically served in-school youth. (The much

smaller year-round program did require that 5o percent of the youth be out-of-school).

Thus, the 3o percent spending requirement, coupled with the elimination of targeted
funding for the summer jobs program, has resulted in a significant shift in groups of

youth who are served and the services they receive.

Services. Local areas are required to make services available to youth participants

consistent with a service strategy based on individualized assessments of needs.

Each youth's service strategy must include a career goal and must provide access to

services that provide preparation for postsecondary education in appropriate cases;
linkages between academic and occupational learning; preparation for unsubsidized

employment opportunities, in appropriate cases; and effective connections to inter-
mediaries with strong links to the job market and to local and regional employers.9

To meet a range of youth development needs, WIA establishes a set of io servicesor

"program elements"including adult mentoring, leadership development, paid and
unpaid work experiences, summer jobs linked to academic and occupational learning,
tutoring, occupational skills training, and follow-up services, which must be available

in each local area for inclusion in a participant's plan, as appropriate.1°

Performance Measures. Under WIA, states are required to meet a set of performance

measures. For older youth, the four performance measures are the employment rate at

entry, the employment retention rate at six months, the average earnings change in

six months, and the credential rate.11 For younger youth, the three measures are skill

attainment,12 diploma or equivalent attainment, and placement and retention in post-

secondary education, advanced training, or employment. There are also customer sat-

isfaction measures for all participating youth and employers. States receive fiscal

sanctions and bonuses based on the relationship of actual performance to expected

levels of performance established through negotiation with the Department of Labor.
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Local Governance. At the local level, planning for the use of youth funds and the deliv-

ery of services to youth is governed by local Workforce Investment Boards (WIBs). A

WIB must have a majority of members from the business community and is appointed

by the chief elected official in the local workforce area. Each local board is required to

establish a Youth Council whose members must include, among others, members of

the local board with special interest or expertise in youth policy; representatives of

youth service agencies, including juvenile justice and local law enforcement agencies;
parents of eligible youth; and individuals, including former participants.13 The duties

of the Youth Councils include developing the portions of the local plan relating to eli-
gible youth and coordinating WIA-funded youth activities in the local area.14

Youth Op ortu ity Grants

A key innovation included in the Act was the creation of the Youth Opportunity Grant

(YOG) competitive grant program. Grants offer significant targeted resources to pro-

grams established in empowerment zones, enterprise communities, or other high-

poverty areas.15 A unique feature of the YOG programs is that all youth aged 14-21 are

eligible for services, provided they reside in the designated high-poverty community
served by the grantee. Each grantee must provide the required WIA program elements,

as well as intensive job placement and two-year follow-up services. In addition, each

must operate a youth center, similar to the one-stop systems that local areas are

required to create for adults and dislocated workers.16 Each grantee negotiates

required performance levels with the Department of Labor on the same measures for

older and younger youth that states and local areas are required to report on under

the formula grants.17

Funding for Youth Opportunity Grants is authorized at a level of up to $250 million per
year. Although funding in the range of $25o million per year was available during the

initial years of the program, in FY 2003 funds were cut substantially and no new YOG

sites beyond the original 36 have been funded. The Administration plan and the
House bill propose elimination of the program in FY 2004.

How Is NIA Related to Disconnected Youth?
WIA's services are intended to draw from promising practices in the youth develop-

ment and youth employment fields; these are integrated into the io required youth

program elements.18 These program elements are consistent with the National Youth

Employment Coalition's Promising and Effective Practices Network (PEPNET) criterial9

and with factors identified by the Levitan Youth Policy Network and the Manpower
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Demonstration Research Corporation that may contribute to the success of youth pro-

grams. These factors include the presence of caring committed adults; the creation of

a sense of belonging; engagement in extracurricular activities; opportunities for paid
work and financial incentives; work experience projects that are visible and provide a

needed, valued service to the community; hands-on education and training activities;
support for personal growth; and staff members who are accessible at all hours.2°

Child Trends synthesized research analyses of a range of youth employment programs,

including Career Academies, Career Beginnings, Hospital Youth Mentoring Program,

Job Corps, JOBSTART, JTPA, Junior Achievement, Junior Reserve Officer Training Corps-

Career Academies, Summer Training and Education Program, and Youth Incentive

Entitlement Pilot Projects. Although educational achievement, cognitive attainment,
employment, and earnings outcomes across programs are mixed, there is some evi-

dence that employment programs show potential for increasing longer term earnings
of younger participants, help youth secure better jobs, and expose youth to activities

that help them develop career awareness and jobs skills.

In addition, the Child Trends synthesis includes lessons about effective program

approaches drawn primarily on non-experimental analyses. The findings indicate that
(1) participation may be most beneficial for younger teens (i.e., 16- to 19-year-olds)

and youths at high risk of poor educational or employment outcomes; (2) the more
well-structured a program, the more effective it may be in sustaining youth participa-

tion; (3) residential, school-based, and community-based program types all show

some positive impacts; and (4) no one type of job training stands out as more effec-
tive than others.21 This research suggests that WIA youth programs can provide an

important complement to the education and social services made available through

schools, child welfare agencies, juvenile justice systems, and other youth-serving net-

works and agencies.

Current funding levels, however, provide access for only a very small number of eligi-

ble youth; further, the resource levels for youth (under both WIA and the predecessor

youth provisions of JTPA) have been trending downward during the past 20 years. In

1985, when JTPA was fully phased in, nearly $1.6 billion was available, about equally

divided between summer jobs and youth training. By 1996-1999, JTPA funding was

down to a flat level of about $1 billion per year, with nearly $90o million of the

amount targeted to the summer jobs program. Under WIA, funding has been at, or

slightly above, $1 billion each year for the formula grants, and, as noted above, there

was initially $250 million per year made available for YOGs, but that funding was virtu-
ally eliminated in 2003. Adjusted for inflation, there has been a 63 percent drop in
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spending over the 18-year period from 1985-2003; that is, had spending remained

constant in real dollars, $2.72 billion would be available for 2003.22

In 2000, over 115,00o youth received WIA services.23 (Figures on use of WIA services

are based on data on WIA exiters, as these are the most readily available national

data.) By any measure, this is a small figure in relation to the population potentially in

need. It appears that the number of youth exiters grew somewhat in 2001. DOL indi-

cates that more than 126,000 youth exited WIA services in 2001. In both 2000 and

2001, most youth exiters were younger youth (aged 14-18).24 In 2001:

o Most younger youth (81 percent) were students in high school or

below. Of the remainder, 13 percent were high school dropouts, 5 per-

cent were high school graduates, and 1 percent were high school grad-

uates in postsecondary education.

o Among older youth, 12 percent were students in high school or below;

38 percent were high school dropouts; 42 percent were high school

graduates; and 8 percent were high school graduates in postsec-

ondary education.

While the limited funding translates into smaller numbers of youth served than one
would wishthe roughly 115,000 to 126,00o youth served are only a small fraction of
the nearly 3 million who are at greatest risk of disconnection by age 2525the results
are mostly positive, as judged by statutory performance measures.26 In FY 2001,

national performance for older youth exceeded negotiated performance levels for the

entered employment rate and the employment retention rate, but failed to meet nego-

tiated levels for earnings change and credential rate. For younger youth, national per-

formance exceeded negotiated performance levels for all three measures. Thus, it

appears that youth services under WIA can provide an effective complement to other

education services for disconnected youth and those at-risk of becoming disconnect-
ed. However, as discussed in the next section, there is room for improvement, and

there are differing views on how best to move forward.
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What are the Opportunities in WIA
eautiorizati n?

WIA required dramatic changes from the prior JTPA system. States were not

required to begin implementing WIA until July 2000 (although some opted to do so
earlier). Thus, Congress has less than three years of experienceincluding-time

involved in starting new systemsto guide the reauthorization process. Beyond
basic participation and outcome data from program years 2000 and 2001, very lit-
tle publicly available data or research exist about the effectiveness of programs.

The limited available information suggests that the lack of resources is a clear

problem, but does not suggest an immediate need for dramatic changes to the

structure of the youth services under the Act. However, the Administration, while

proposing new additional funding, has made a set of recommendations that would

significantly alter the structure created in 1998. In early May, the House of

Representatives passed legislation (H.R. 1261) that includes many of the signifi-

cant changes sought by the Administration.

Funding

WIA was funded at $1.35 billion during FY 2001 and FY 2002 and fell to $1 billion

for FY 2003, largely through greatly reducing funding for the Youth Opportunity

Grant program. The Administration's reauthorization proposal would maintain the
overall funding level of $1 billion for FY 2004. However, state formula grants would

be reduced to $750 million per year, in order to provide for a new DOL discre-

tionary grant program, "Youth Challenge Grants" with the remaining $250 million.

The House bill would also reduce formula funds appropriated by up to $250 mil-

lion in order to fund Youth Challenge Grants.

Formula Grants: At current funding levels, it is not possible to provide on a large

scale the kind of intensive, longer term services required to produce positive out-
comes for at-risk youth with multiple barriers.27 Moreover, the flat funding and loss

of targeting for summer jobs have contributed to a sharp reduction in the availabil-

ity of summer jobs for at-risk youth. Summer jobs provide important opportunities
for youth and serve to prevent at-risk behaviors during non-school months.

According to a recent report commissioned by the National League of Cities, sum-

mer employment among teens in 2003 is predicted to be at an historic all-time low

(2.8 percentage points below last summer's rate of 39.5 percent).28
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Discretionary Grants: The Administration's proposal to eliminate the YOG pro-

grams and establish Youth Challenge Grants (also included in H.R. 1261) does not

appear to be driven by evidence-based research regarding the effectiveness of the

YOG programs. Stakeholders report that many YOG sites have developed effective

programs that are providing needed comprehensive services to urban and rural

low-income communities. As of December 2002, YOG sites were close to achieving

i,000 positive placements per month in employment, postsecondary education,
military, or apprenticeships; 6o,000 youth were enrolled at an average cost of
$5,000 per participant; and approximately 47 percent of youth served were out-of-

school.29

The Youth Challenge Grant program would appear to provide a flexible pool of

funds to be distributed at the Secretary of Labor's discretion, and it specifically
calls for concerted efforts to provide a laboratory to test best practices that might

lead to improvements in the formula grant program. There would be no require-

ment to target these funds for programming in very low-income communities, as is

the case with the YOG program. Any Congressional funding of Youth Challenge

Grants should not be done at the expense of state formula funding or Youth

Opportunity Grants.

Eligibility

Out-of-School Youth. WIA requires local areas to spend at least 3o percent of for-

mula funds on youth who are not in school.3° The Administration has proposed

that all formula funds be spent on out-of-school youth.31 H.R. 1261 would require

that 7o percent of formula funds be used for out-of-school youth, while any expen-

ditures for in-school youth would be limited to activities that take place during

non-school hours.

There is a clear need to increase resources available for out-of-school youth, but

not at the expense of in-school youth. Under current rules, in-school youth must

face one or more of a listed set of barriers to employment and school success in

order to qualify for services. There is not always a bright line between in-school

youth versus out-of-school youth. Some in-school youth have poor attendance and

are at high risk of dropping out; it seems counterproductive to withhold services

until they have left school. In addition, separating adjudicated and incarcerated
youth from their "mainstream" peers by limiting programs to out-of-school youth

may lead to poorer outcomes because youth with negative behaviors may influ-
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ence one another and may not have the opportunity for interaction with positive
peer role models. There are also concerns that employer interest in WIA youth pro-

grams will be significantly diminished if in-school youth are substantially excluded
from the program. While employers may not necessarily be interested in recruiting

disengaged youth, there has been some success with employers hiring these

youth once they are "mainstreamed" with in-school peers.

Income Requirements. To be eligible for formula-funded youth programs, an indi-

vidual must be between the ages of 14 and 21 and low-income32 and face one or

more barriers to success in school or at work. (The House bill would shift eligibility

to individuals between the ages of 16 and 24.) The General Accounting Office has

reported that "... eligibility documentation requirements may have excluded eligi-
ble at-risk youth from WIA services, in part because documentation to verify eligi-

bility was difficult to obtain and verification was resource-intensive."33 Practition-

ers also emphasize that the verification and documentation requirements can be a
barrier to accessing services. For example, runaway and homeless youth may have

difficulty documenting income eligibility, as it requires documentation of their par-

ents' incomes. In addition, youth living in shelters may not have an address they

can use for purposes of documenting their places of residence.

The House bill would eliminate income eligibility requirements for out-of-school
youth, while retaining the requirements for in-school youth. While the proposal
solves the problem of out-of-school youth being unable to establish their income
eligibility and losing the opportunity to participate, it creates a potential problem
in allowing higher income youth to participate in programs when resources for

these programs are in very limited supply. Of course, it is unclear whether higher
income youth would actually participate in WIA-funded services in any significant

numbers.

YOG programs in high-poverty communities have taken a different approach to

broadening and simplifying eligibility. Every youth who resides in the community is

eligible, regardless of income or the presence of identified barriers. In programs

such as these, concerns about services being provided to significant numbers with
higher incomesor without any barriers to school success or employmentwould
appear to be minimal, and they do not outweigh the risk of excluding low-income

youth with barriers. However, formula funds go to every community in the country,

and removing both income and barrier criteria in mixed-income communities

seems likely to create a greater potential for the misdirection of resources. On bal-
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ance, both the House bill and the YOG approach to eligibility have elements that

are preferable to current law.

Performance Measures

The Administration's plan and the House bill propose two significant changes to

performance measures applicable to WIA youth programs. Under the House bill, all

youth (defined in the bill as ages 16-24) would be subject to a single set of meas-

ures for participants; in contrast, under the current system, outcomes for older
youth (aged 19-21) are measured under one set of criteria similar to those applica-

ble to adults, while outcomes for younger youth (14-18) are measured under a dif-

ferent set of criteria.34 Three of the four measures proposed for all youth are simi-

lar to the three measures currently used for younger youth.35 The fourth proposed

measure is a so-called "efficiency" measure that has also been included in a

broader Administration initiative for all employment-related programs. As pro-
posed by the Administration, the efficiency measure would be calculated by divid-

ing the number of participants by the funds appropriated for the program. As pro-

posed by the House, the measure would be calculated by looking at the efficiency

of states and local areas in obtaining the three other new measures.

While simplifying the measures is a step in the right direction, there are significant
concerns about the efficiency measure. The proposed efficiency measure is not a

useful technique for measuring the cost-effectiveness of programs. Cost and cost-

effectiveness of services are important issues. However, the proposed measure

would not necessarily provide any information about the quality of services

received, nor adequately account for the barriers to school or employment success

among participants. The proposed efficiency measure could lead program adminis-

trators and operators to avoid serving those prospective participants whom they
perceive to be hardest to help if needed services will be more expensive for this

group. More generally, the measure is likely to encourage local boards to move

toward providing inexpensiveand possibly lower qualityservices. A research
agenda using scientifically valid methods for determining the impacts of various

programs is the appropriate method for understanding how effective programs

work and how to measure and improve their cost-effectiveness. This understand-

ing cannot be determined simply by dividing successful outcomes by costs. In

addition, technical assistance to local boards and to providers about best prac-

tices and methods for improving the cost-effectiveness of programs should also be

part of an appropriate strategy to get the best results for the most people with the

limited resources available.
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Linkages with Other Programs

Within WIA, Youth Councils are responsible for planning and coordinating youth

programs, recommending and overseeing youth service providers, and establish-

ing linkages with educational agencies to provide services to youth. The

Administration's plan and the House bill propose that Youth Councils no longer be

required, but rather that local boards would have the option to create or continue

Youth Councils and define their functions and purposes.36 While some have

expressed concerns that the requirement to establish Youth Councils is burden-

some in relation to the small amounts of funds that some local areasparticularly
rural areasreceive, there seems to be agreement that Youth Councils have been

very effective in places that have taken the role seriously. A report prepared for the

Department of Labor by Jobs for the Future and the Heidrich Center for Workforce

Development found that certain "enabling conditions" have allowed Youth

Councils to deliver more comprehensive services. These conditions include Youth

Opportunity Grants, an established intermediary organization, a strong school-to-
career partnership, a pre-existing community-wide planning process, influential

stakeholders, an aggressive state youth policy agency or organization, and signifi-

cant autonomy and authority.37

Youth Councils provide a mechanism for increasing linkages between WIA and

other programs that serve disconnected youth. They bring together educators, rep-

resentatives from juvenile justice, and other youth service agencies to develop

strategies that maximize resources across agencies, identify and fill gaps in servic-

es, and, most importantly, identify the points in time when at-risk youth fall

through the cracks and become disconnected. Local workforce boards are not like-

ly to devote the same level of attention and resources to youth as are Youth

Councils, given the former's broader responsibilities for job seekers and employers

in the community. Given the different set of institutional players engaged in provid-

ing youth services (e.g., schools, youth service agencies) compared to those

involved in providing services to adults, a separate Youth Council provides a valu-

able and needed forum for developing a comprehensive strategy for youth services

under the Act and for coordinating those services with other youth-serving agen-

cies. If the direction of youth policy is to be one of coordinating resources and
looking across programs to best meet the needs of individual young people, then

Youth Councils will be a crucial mechanism for achieving this goal.
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Recommendations
Funding

At current funding levels, it is not possible to provide on a large scale the kind of

intensive, longer term services required to produce positive outcomes for at-risk

youth with multiple barriers. Moreover, the flat funding and loss of targeting for

summer jobs have contributed to a sharp reduction in the availability of summer

jobs for at-risk youth.

Congress should:

Increase youth formula funding with additional targeted funding to

states to serve out-of-school youth.

IL) Provide new resources to better support summer jobs programs.

The proposal to eliminate the YOG programs and establish Youth Challenge Grants

is not driven by evidence-based research regarding the effectiveness of the YOG

programs. Congress should:

El Continue funding for Youth Opportunity Grants.

Fund any new, targeted discretionary grant programs with new

resources, not existing WIA youth formula or YOG funds.

Eligibility

There is a clear need to increase resources available for out-of-school youth, but

not at the expense of in-school youth. Congress should:

Require that any mandated spending increase in services for out-of-

school youth be accompanied with increased federal funding; current
rules should continue to apply to the first $i billion in formula funds
made available to states and localities.

Require that local plans include a rationale for how resources will be

allocated between in-school and out-of-school populations, address

how the services offered to in-school youth effectively supplement
other programs and services available to them, and provide justifica-

tion for spending on in-school populations based on local conditions.

la Eliminate income eligibility requirements in the formula grants pro-

gram for both in-school and out-of-school youth except in those

instances when eligibility is based solely on the need for "additional

assistance to complete education ..."
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Allow high-poverty communities to consider all youth residing in the

community to be eligible for the formula grants program through a

federally approved waiver.

Performance Measures

While simplifying performance measures is a step in the right direction, there are
significant concerns about the efficiency measure in the Administration's plan and

the House bill. Congress should:

Reject inclusion of an efficiency measure.

Improve the cost-effectiveness of services and programs through

research, identification and replication of best practices, and technical

assistance.

Linkages with Other Programs

Youth Councils provide a mechanism for increasing linkages between WIA and

other programs that serve disconnected youth. Congress should:

Maintain the current requirement that every local area establish a

Youth Council.

Conclusion
WIA youth programs represent one of the few federal funding streams available to pro-

vide comprehensive youth employment and youth development services to at-risk

youth. Given that the system is relatively new, more data and research are needed

before Congress can make informed decisions about substantially reforming the pro-

gram. The program should continue to be strengthened and funded with adequate
resources in order to achieve a long-term vision for providing all disconnected youth

with opportunities to succeed in both education and employment.
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$3,114 (calculated as the post-program earnings increases as compared with pre-pro-
gram earnings among those who were employed in the first quarter after exit and who
were not enrolled in postsecondary education or advanced training in the third quarter
after exit).
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Credential rate: 40 percent of those who exited were in employment, postsecondary
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